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IF WOODWORKING IS YOUR BUSINESS,
THEN YOUR BUSINESS IS HERE.

Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking Get ready to be inspired! The year’s largest North American woodworking 
show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of show brings together the entire global industry for an in-depth review of 
the new developments and advances that are driving the market. At the the new developments and advances that are driving the market. At the the new developments and advances that are driving the market. At the the new developments and advances that are driving the market. At the the new developments and advances that are driving the market. At the 
2015 AWFS2015 AWFS®Fair, you'll find the innovative technologies, products, and Fair, you'll find the innovative technologies, products, and Fair, you'll find the innovative technologies, products, and 
services that are transforming the industry. More than 500 companies services that are transforming the industry. More than 500 companies services that are transforming the industry. More than 500 companies services that are transforming the industry. More than 500 companies services that are transforming the industry. More than 500 companies 
are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your are eager to provide you with smart solutions you need to keep your 
business productive and profitable. business productive and profitable. business productive and profitable. business productive and profitable. business productive and profitable. 

Explore upcoming trends and leave with fresh ideas to truly differentiate Explore upcoming trends and leave with fresh ideas to truly differentiate 
yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the yourself and stay ahead of your competition. Just one idea has the 
potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this potential to help you earn thousands in new business. Don’t miss this 
opportunity!opportunity!opportunity!opportunity!

HERE’S HOW:

FIND AND TEST THE HOTTEST INNOVATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY. 
Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and Experience all of the industry’s latest tools and products up close and 
in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And in full operation—it’s the ultimate “try before you buy” opportunity. And 
with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas with the new product showcase, discovering the most cutting-edge ideas 
just got easier.just got easier.

BE PART OF THE ACTION. 
With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage With live software and power tool demonstrations on the AWFS Stage 
and many other interactive attractions right on the show floor, you’ll and many other interactive attractions right on the show floor, you’ll and many other interactive attractions right on the show floor, you’ll and many other interactive attractions right on the show floor, you’ll and many other interactive attractions right on the show floor, you’ll and many other interactive attractions right on the show floor, you’ll 
come away energized, inspired and ready to take on any job.come away energized, inspired and ready to take on any job.come away energized, inspired and ready to take on any job.come away energized, inspired and ready to take on any job.come away energized, inspired and ready to take on any job.come away energized, inspired and ready to take on any job.

GET EXPERT-LEVEL TRAINING. 
The College of Woodworking KnowledgeThe College of Woodworking KnowledgeThe College of Woodworking KnowledgeThe College of Woodworking Knowledge™™ is the industry’s best education  is the industry’s best education  is the industry’s best education  is the industry’s best education 
program, offering 50 expert-led seminars, demonstrations, workshops program, offering 50 expert-led seminars, demonstrations, workshops program, offering 50 expert-led seminars, demonstrations, workshops program, offering 50 expert-led seminars, demonstrations, workshops 
and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you and panels. In four days, you will gain more new ideas and skills than you 
can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. can get in a year on the job. 

BENEFIT FROM PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING. 
Make important connections with thousands of industry pros ready to Make important connections with thousands of industry pros ready to Make important connections with thousands of industry pros ready to Make important connections with thousands of industry pros ready to 
discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.discuss ideas, challenges, solutions and best practices.

EXHIBIT HALL 
DATES AND HOURS

Wednesday, July 22
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Thursday, July 23
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Friday, July 24
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Saturday, July 25
9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

LOCATION 

Las Vegas
Convention Center, 
Las Vegas, Nevada

Be sure to check the schedule of all Tradeshow events, Be sure to check the schedule of all Tradeshow events, Be sure to check the schedule of all Tradeshow events, Be sure to check the schedule of all Tradeshow events, 
education sessions, and demos, so you do not miss out on all education sessions, and demos, so you do not miss out on all education sessions, and demos, so you do not miss out on all education sessions, and demos, so you do not miss out on all 
that the Tradeshow has to offer. (schedule subject to change)that the Tradeshow has to offer. (schedule subject to change)that the Tradeshow has to offer. (schedule subject to change)that the Tradeshow has to offer. (schedule subject to change)
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AWFS Presents Special 
Guest Speaker, John Bassett, III
Portrayed in the New York Times bestseller, 
“Factory Man,” by Beth Macy

Thursday, July 23, 8:00 a.m.
AWFS welcomes industry veteran John Bassett, III, to share 
his personal story of waging -- and winning! -- a battle 
against China’s dumping of cheap furniture into the American 
market, saving hundreds of domestic jobs and demonstrating 
the strength and resiliency of American business . Come and 
learn from this third-generation furniture manufacturer and 
enjoy his dynamic and astonishing tale.

FREE AND OPEN TO ALL 
ATTENDEES & EXHIBITORS!

Location: AWFS Stage
Friday, July 24 at 10:30 a.m.
Animal Planet’s television series “TANKED” follows the 
operations of one of the world’s largest manufacturers of 
custom-designed aquariums, Acrylic Tank Manufacturing (ATM), 
owned by brothers-in-law Wayde King and Brett Raymer. Living 
the dream designing and manufacturing some of the largest and 
most extravagant acrylic tanks in the world does come at a cost. 
With great success comes great challenges. Join Wayde and 
Brett, two of the country’s most successful aquarium builders, 
discuss their journey to success. 

Guest Speaker, John Bassett, III

With great success comes great challenges. Join Wayde and 
Brett, two of the country’s most successful aquarium builders, 
discuss their journey to success. 

Acrylic Tank Manufacturers Wayde and Brett 
from the hit show “TANKED.”
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SEMINARS-AT-A-GLANCE

Wednesday, July 22 Thursday, July 23 Friday, July 24 Saturday, July 25

Business
Management

WE20
1:00pm - 2:30pm 
Building 
Multi-Generational Teams

TH30
9:00am - 10:30am
Effective Leadership for Owners, Managers & 
Project Supervisors

FR56
9:00am - 10:30am
Transform your Company through Change 
Management

SA75
9:00am - 12:00pm
The Secrets of Internet Marketing

WE26
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Increasing Sales--It’s Simpler than You Think

TH37
1:00pm - 2:30pm 
How to Build Repeat and Loyal Customers

FR60
11:00am - 1:00pm
Asset Protection

Cabinet/
Millwork

WE24
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Cabinetry for Today’s Needs

TH34
11:00am - 12:30pm
Creating Successful Showrooms

FR57
9:00am - 11:00am
Domestic Manufacturing of European-Style 
Windows

TH40 
3:30pm - 5:00pm
The New Normal in Design and Mass-
Customization

FR58
11:00am - 12:30pm
Paths to Profitability (Round Table Event)

FR66
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Face Frame vs. Frameless Construction

Furniture

WE15
9:00am - 10:30am
Outsourcing CNC Services for Furniture 
Production

TH39
1:00pm - 3:00pm 
Playing with Pierced Carving

FR54
8:00am - 11:00am
Wood Dyes and Greene & Greene Coloring 
Methods

WE17
11:00am - 12:30pm
An Introduction to the World of Mass Production

WE23
1:00pm - 4:00pm 
Creative Compound Bending

WE25
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Developing your Personal Brand in the Lux 
Market

Small Shops 
Ten & Under

WE21
1:00pm - 2:30pm 
Designing a Finishing Room for a Small Facility

TH35
11:00am - 12:30pm
Knowing When to Grow while Increasing 
Profitability

FR61
1:00pm - 2:30pm 
Looking Under the Hood

FR64
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Dust Collection for Small Shops

FR65
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Planning for Retirement Success

Software & 
Technology

SMART! WE10
7:30am - 9:00am
Smart Manufacturing: Kitchen Cabinets

TH31
9:00am - 10:30am
A Candid Conversation on Software

FR55
9:00am - 10:30am
Taking your Shop to the Cloud: New Ways to 
Collaborate

SMART! SA70
7:30am - 9:00am
Automated Nesting

WE18
11:00am - 1:00pm
Cabinet Software: Understanding your Options

SA74
9:00am - 10:30am
Optimized Tooling Tech for Efficiency and Profit

Techniques & 
Applications

SMART! WE11 
7:30am - 9:00am
Achieving Consistent Sanding Quality

TH32
9:00am - 11:00am
Understanding the Terminology & Apps of Wood 
Coatings

SMART! FR50
7:30am - 9:00am
Zero Edge for Every Shop

SMART! SA72
7:30am - 9:00am
Debunking the Myths of 
Flat-line Spraying

WE16
9:00am - 11:00am
Exposing the Mystery of Chronic Finishing 
Problems

TH33
9:00am - 10:30am
Keys to Plastic Routing

SMART! FR51
7:30am - 9:00am
True Acrylic Manufacturing with Today’s 
Technologies

TH41
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Meeting the Challenges of Today’s Wood 
Finishing

Safety & 
Enviroment

WE14
9:00am - 10:30am
Dust Collection for Secondary Wood Operations

TH36
11:00am - 12:30pm
LEED Opportunities and Certification

FR63
1:00pm - 2:30pm 
Operating a Green Plant

WE19
11:00am - 12:30pm
Smart Ergonomics

TH38
1:00pm - 2:30pm                                              

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!

Developing a Written Workplace Safety Program

WE22
1:00pm - 2:30pm                                              

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!

Legislation Affecting the Woodworking Industry

Teacher 
Track

TH42A&B
3:30pm - 5:00pm
Process-Driven Projects with Industry 
Application

FR59A&B
11:00am - 12:30pm
Implementing CNC Technology across 
Disciplines

SA76A&B
9:00am - 10:30am
Making Industry-Education Partnerships a 
Reality

FR62A&B
1:00pm - 2:30pm 
Preparing Students for Industry

All seminars will be located on the main floor, across from Central Hall 3 in classrooms N101-N120, except for SMART!  Sessions which will be conducted on the show floor.
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CHOOSE SEMINARS RELEVANT
TO YOUR COMPANY
Look for these icons to help you decide which 
seminars most closely align with your shop size.

SEMINAR PRICES
Same low prices since 2007! 

1 ½ and 2-hour sessions: $55 ea ($75 after June 30)

3-and 4-hour sessions: $75 ea ($100 after June 30)

Targeted to small and
medium custom shops
Targeted to medium-large 
volume production shops
Appropriate for 
all size businesses

WHERE ARE SEMINARS HELD?
The 2015 CWWK seminars will 
take place on the main floor in the 
classrooms across the hall from Central 
Hall 4, in rooms N101-N120, except 
for the SMART! programs, which are 
on the exhibit floor. SMART! programs 
are noted on the Schedule-at-a-Glance 
and in the full seminar 
descriptions with the 
“SMART!” icon.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
AWFS strives to make the CWWK a 
positive and useful learning experience. 
We offer a satisfaction money-back 
guarantee on the seminars. If you are 
not satisfied with your seminar, please 
ask for a refund form on-site.

WE20
Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Building Multi-Generational Teams
Jan Ferri-Reed,
KEYGroup Consulting
Do you have a mix of generations working Do you have a mix of generations working Do you have a mix of generations working 
together in your business and underlying conflict together in your business and underlying conflict together in your business and underlying conflict together in your business and underlying conflict 

when it comes to employees of different ages?  Working when it comes to employees of different ages?  Working when it comes to employees of different ages?  Working 
together seamlessly to serve and keep your customers is non-together seamlessly to serve and keep your customers is non-together seamlessly to serve and keep your customers is non-
negotiable.  So how do you leverage the positive attitudes, skills negotiable.  So how do you leverage the positive attitudes, skills 
and traits of each of your employees, regardless of age?  Attend and traits of each of your employees, regardless of age?  Attend and traits of each of your employees, regardless of age?  Attend 
this session to gain techniques and tips to build, sustain and this session to gain techniques and tips to build, sustain and this session to gain techniques and tips to build, sustain and 
grow multi-generational teams that truly engage clientele and grow multi-generational teams that truly engage clientele and 
help the business prosper.  Participants will acquire the know-help the business prosper.  Participants will acquire the know-help the business prosper.  Participants will acquire the know-help the business prosper.  Participants will acquire the know-
how to motivate their team to go beyond the task and work with, how to motivate their team to go beyond the task and work with, how to motivate their team to go beyond the task and work with, how to motivate their team to go beyond the task and work with, how to motivate their team to go beyond the task and work with, 
not against Millennials. Attend and gain critical information not against Millennials. Attend and gain critical information 
from those who have managed Millennials –what are successful from those who have managed Millennials –what are successful from those who have managed Millennials –what are successful from those who have managed Millennials –what are successful 
leaders doing to change their approach? Jan shares the seven leaders doing to change their approach? Jan shares the seven leaders doing to change their approach? Jan shares the seven 
roadblocks to building and managing high-performance teams roadblocks to building and managing high-performance teams roadblocks to building and managing high-performance teams 
and tips on the “generational equalizer” -- understanding what and tips on the “generational equalizer” -- understanding what and tips on the “generational equalizer” -- understanding what and tips on the “generational equalizer” -- understanding what 
makes you and your team members tick.makes you and your team members tick.makes you and your team members tick.

WE26
Wed, July 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, July 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, July 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, July 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, July 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, July 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Increasing Sales -
It’s Simpler that You Think

Kirk Heiner, K.B. Express
Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple Want to increase your sales and gain simple 
sales mastery for you and your staff? In this sales mastery for you and your staff? In this sales mastery for you and your staff? In this sales mastery for you and your staff? In this sales mastery for you and your staff? In this 
fun and informative session you will learn the fun and informative session you will learn the 

keys to mastering sales in any economy. Twenty-five year sales keys to mastering sales in any economy. Twenty-five year sales keys to mastering sales in any economy. Twenty-five year sales keys to mastering sales in any economy. Twenty-five year sales 
expert, Kirk Heiner, teaches simples sales techniques that expert, Kirk Heiner, teaches simples sales techniques that expert, Kirk Heiner, teaches simples sales techniques that expert, Kirk Heiner, teaches simples sales techniques that expert, Kirk Heiner, teaches simples sales techniques that expert, Kirk Heiner, teaches simples sales techniques that 
work. An engaging and interactive session, you’ll learn how to work. An engaging and interactive session, you’ll learn how to work. An engaging and interactive session, you’ll learn how to work. An engaging and interactive session, you’ll learn how to work. An engaging and interactive session, you’ll learn how to 
ask great questions that compel customers to buy from you ask great questions that compel customers to buy from you ask great questions that compel customers to buy from you ask great questions that compel customers to buy from you ask great questions that compel customers to buy from you 
over your competition. You’ll glean new takes on how to ask for over your competition. You’ll glean new takes on how to ask for over your competition. You’ll glean new takes on how to ask for over your competition. You’ll glean new takes on how to ask for over your competition. You’ll glean new takes on how to ask for 
and close the sale and how to teach it to every person on your and close the sale and how to teach it to every person on your and close the sale and how to teach it to every person on your and close the sale and how to teach it to every person on your 
sales team. Understand why clients buy and gain insights to the sales team. Understand why clients buy and gain insights to the 
buyer’s decision process as well as learn how to create value buyer’s decision process as well as learn how to create value 
in the mind of a potential client. Attendees will be able to sell in the mind of a potential client. Attendees will be able to sell in the mind of a potential client. Attendees will be able to sell in the mind of a potential client. Attendees will be able to sell in the mind of a potential client. Attendees will be able to sell 
with confidence, knowing the simplest ways to create trust and with confidence, knowing the simplest ways to create trust and with confidence, knowing the simplest ways to create trust and with confidence, knowing the simplest ways to create trust and with confidence, knowing the simplest ways to create trust and with confidence, knowing the simplest ways to create trust and 
rapport and most importantly, close the sale.rapport and most importantly, close the sale.rapport and most importantly, close the sale.rapport and most importantly, close the sale.rapport and most importantly, close the sale.rapport and most importantly, close the sale.

TH30
Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Effective Leadership For Owners, 
Managers & Project Supervisors

George Hedley, 
Hardhat Presentations
Running a successful woodworking company, Running a successful woodworking company, Running a successful woodworking company, Running a successful woodworking company, 
project or crew starts with an effective project or crew starts with an effective project or crew starts with an effective 

leadership strategy. Learn how to become a winning and leadership strategy. Learn how to become a winning and leadership strategy. Learn how to become a winning and leadership strategy. Learn how to become a winning and 
successful coach, improving productivity and taking your successful coach, improving productivity and taking your successful coach, improving productivity and taking your successful coach, improving productivity and taking your 
team to the next level. You can achieve bottom-line results by team to the next level. You can achieve bottom-line results by team to the next level. You can achieve bottom-line results by 
influencing, inspiring and making people want to follow you. This influencing, inspiring and making people want to follow you. This influencing, inspiring and making people want to follow you. This 
hard-hitting sessions includes practical steps to identify your hard-hitting sessions includes practical steps to identify your hard-hitting sessions includes practical steps to identify your hard-hitting sessions includes practical steps to identify your hard-hitting sessions includes practical steps to identify your 
vision, set clear targets and goals, develop a scorecard tracking vision, set clear targets and goals, develop a scorecard tracking vision, set clear targets and goals, develop a scorecard tracking vision, set clear targets and goals, develop a scorecard tracking 
system, delegate, let go of control and make people accountable system, delegate, let go of control and make people accountable system, delegate, let go of control and make people accountable 
and responsible to achieve big results. Learn how effective and responsible to achieve big results. Learn how effective and responsible to achieve big results. Learn how effective 
leaders take their company and teams to the next level; develop leaders take their company and teams to the next level; develop leaders take their company and teams to the next level; develop 
your own tracking system; coach a winning team, call the right your own tracking system; coach a winning team, call the right your own tracking system; coach a winning team, call the right 
plays and get people to perform at their highest level.  You’ll plays and get people to perform at their highest level.  You’ll plays and get people to perform at their highest level.  You’ll plays and get people to perform at their highest level.  You’ll plays and get people to perform at their highest level.  You’ll 
leave with strategies to recognize, motivate and make people leave with strategies to recognize, motivate and make people leave with strategies to recognize, motivate and make people 
accountable and responsible for results.accountable and responsible for results.accountable and responsible for results.

TH37
Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

How To Build Repeat
and Loyal Customers

George Hedley,
Hardhat Presentations
Learn winning strategies to overcome the low Learn winning strategies to overcome the low 
bid process and win more work from the creator bid process and win more work from the creator bid process and win more work from the creator 

of BIZ-Building programs. To develop a successful action plan of BIZ-Building programs. To develop a successful action plan of BIZ-Building programs. To develop a successful action plan of BIZ-Building programs. To develop a successful action plan 
to grow your BIZ, generate more sales and win more contracts, to grow your BIZ, generate more sales and win more contracts, to grow your BIZ, generate more sales and win more contracts, 
you’ve got to give customers better reasons to award your you’ve got to give customers better reasons to award your you’ve got to give customers better reasons to award your you’ve got to give customers better reasons to award your you’ve got to give customers better reasons to award your 
company the work. By implementing a customer contact plan company the work. By implementing a customer contact plan company the work. By implementing a customer contact plan 
with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable with proven systems, your company will generate more profitable 
revenue and deliver exactly what your customer expects. Finding revenue and deliver exactly what your customer expects. Finding revenue and deliver exactly what your customer expects. Finding revenue and deliver exactly what your customer expects. Finding revenue and deliver exactly what your customer expects. Finding revenue and deliver exactly what your customer expects. Finding 
new customers and converting them from one-time to repeat new customers and converting them from one-time to repeat 
to loyal will grow your business, improve your bottom line and to loyal will grow your business, improve your bottom line and to loyal will grow your business, improve your bottom line and to loyal will grow your business, improve your bottom line and 
generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven generate lots of referrals. Even in this competitive price-driven 
economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and economy, you can become the preferred provider of products and 
services using a plan that works within a limited budget. Learn services using a plan that works within a limited budget. Learn services using a plan that works within a limited budget. Learn services using a plan that works within a limited budget. Learn services using a plan that works within a limited budget. Learn 
how to stay in touch with customers, get customers to call you, how to stay in touch with customers, get customers to call you, how to stay in touch with customers, get customers to call you, how to stay in touch with customers, get customers to call you, how to stay in touch with customers, get customers to call you, how to stay in touch with customers, get customers to call you, 
earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track earn referrals, set yourself apart from the competition, track 
customer contacts and become a trusted partner.customer contacts and become a trusted partner.customer contacts and become a trusted partner.customer contacts and become a trusted partner.customer contacts and become a trusted partner.customer contacts and become a trusted partner.customer contacts and become a trusted partner.

FR56
Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Transform your Company 
through Change Management 

Jose Montero, Kaiser Permanente
Organizational leaders may sense they can Organizational leaders may sense they can Organizational leaders may sense they can Organizational leaders may sense they can 
operate more efficiently and effectively yet often operate more efficiently and effectively yet often operate more efficiently and effectively yet often operate more efficiently and effectively yet often 
are not sure how to get there. Creating a world-are not sure how to get there. Creating a world-

class culture through changes in management is the single most class culture through changes in management is the single most 
effective source of sustainable competitive advantage. Culture effective source of sustainable competitive advantage. Culture effective source of sustainable competitive advantage. Culture effective source of sustainable competitive advantage. Culture effective source of sustainable competitive advantage. Culture effective source of sustainable competitive advantage. Culture 
is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. is the soul, essence, character and lifeblood of the organization. 
Everything in, about and around the company contributes to its Everything in, about and around the company contributes to its Everything in, about and around the company contributes to its 
culture. This seminar explores how companies can implement culture. This seminar explores how companies can implement culture. This seminar explores how companies can implement 
certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in certain interventions that facilitate transformative change in 
improving productivity, engaging employees, getting associates improving productivity, engaging employees, getting associates improving productivity, engaging employees, getting associates improving productivity, engaging employees, getting associates improving productivity, engaging employees, getting associates improving productivity, engaging employees, getting associates 
to take ownership and employees to innovate. Jose will share to take ownership and employees to innovate. Jose will share to take ownership and employees to innovate. Jose will share to take ownership and employees to innovate. Jose will share 
the values, norms of behavior and habits he calls the “Thirteen the values, norms of behavior and habits he calls the “Thirteen the values, norms of behavior and habits he calls the “Thirteen 
Rules to a World-class Culture” that will help you develop an Rules to a World-class Culture” that will help you develop an Rules to a World-class Culture” that will help you develop an Rules to a World-class Culture” that will help you develop an 
innovative, agile and adaptive learning organization and more innovative, agile and adaptive learning organization and more innovative, agile and adaptive learning organization and more 
effectively compete. Grasp the power of company culture. Learn effectively compete. Grasp the power of company culture. Learn effectively compete. Grasp the power of company culture. Learn effectively compete. Grasp the power of company culture. Learn 
how to nurture and direct it! how to nurture and direct it! how to nurture and direct it! how to nurture and direct it! 

BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT TRACK

roadblocks to building and managing high-performance teams roadblocks to building and managing high-performance teams 
and tips on the “generational equalizer” -- understanding what and tips on the “generational equalizer” -- understanding what 
makes you and your team members tick.makes you and your team members tick.
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FR60
Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Asset Protection: Become Invincible 
to Lawsuits, Save in Taxes

Larry Oxenham, American Society 
for Asset Protection
Is your financial house in order? Discover the Is your financial house in order? Discover the Is your financial house in order? Discover the 
tools the nation’s top law firms use to protect tools the nation’s top law firms use to protect tools the nation’s top law firms use to protect tools the nation’s top law firms use to protect 

yourself from lawsuits, save thousands in taxes and achieve yourself from lawsuits, save thousands in taxes and achieve 
financial peace of mind with a successful estate and succession financial peace of mind with a successful estate and succession financial peace of mind with a successful estate and succession financial peace of mind with a successful estate and succession 
plan. In this well-organized session, tax expert Larry will line plan. In this well-organized session, tax expert Larry will line plan. In this well-organized session, tax expert Larry will line plan. In this well-organized session, tax expert Larry will line 
out clear information to help you protect the fruits of your labor. out clear information to help you protect the fruits of your labor. out clear information to help you protect the fruits of your labor. out clear information to help you protect the fruits of your labor. out clear information to help you protect the fruits of your labor. 
Learn how to prevent lawsuits by making yourself unattractive to Learn how to prevent lawsuits by making yourself unattractive to Learn how to prevent lawsuits by making yourself unattractive to Learn how to prevent lawsuits by making yourself unattractive to Learn how to prevent lawsuits by making yourself unattractive to 
a plaintiff attorney and by properly structuring assets. If you are a plaintiff attorney and by properly structuring assets. If you are 
overpaying in taxes, you’ll want to learn the five tax reduction overpaying in taxes, you’ll want to learn the five tax reduction 
strategies most often missed by professionals and their strategies most often missed by professionals and their strategies most often missed by professionals and their 
advisors. Find out how to avoid probate and eliminate estate advisors. Find out how to avoid probate and eliminate estate 
taxes with a point-by-point checklist of items important to every taxes with a point-by-point checklist of items important to every taxes with a point-by-point checklist of items important to every 
estate and business succession plan. Learn, and then act on, estate and business succession plan. Learn, and then act on, estate and business succession plan. Learn, and then act on, estate and business succession plan. Learn, and then act on, estate and business succession plan. Learn, and then act on, estate and business succession plan. Learn, and then act on, 
what you should be doing now to prepare.what you should be doing now to prepare.what you should be doing now to prepare.what you should be doing now to prepare.what you should be doing now to prepare.what you should be doing now to prepare.

SA75
Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 a.m. – 12 NoonSat, Jul 25, 9:00 a.m. – 12 NoonSat, Jul 25, 9:00 a.m. – 12 Noon

The Secrets of Internet Marketing 
Bob Cohen, Bobology
No more delays! Promote your business on the No more delays! Promote your business on the No more delays! Promote your business on the No more delays! Promote your business on the No more delays! Promote your business on the 
Web with search, social, and mobile marketing! Web with search, social, and mobile marketing! Web with search, social, and mobile marketing! Web with search, social, and mobile marketing! Web with search, social, and mobile marketing! 
In this exciting course you will learn the tricks In this exciting course you will learn the tricks In this exciting course you will learn the tricks In this exciting course you will learn the tricks In this exciting course you will learn the tricks In this exciting course you will learn the tricks In this exciting course you will learn the tricks 

and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how and techniques to maximize what the Web can offer. Learn how 
to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to to use Google AdWords and search engine optimization (SEO) to 
drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used drive traffic to your Web site and how a landing page can be used 
for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful for promotions and offers. Find out what makes a successful 
email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make email newsletter and how can you build one for pennies. Make 
the most of social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, and the most of social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, and the most of social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, and the most of social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, and the most of social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, and the most of social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, and 
blogging to increase your sales and web traffic and evaluate blogging to increase your sales and web traffic and evaluate blogging to increase your sales and web traffic and evaluate blogging to increase your sales and web traffic and evaluate blogging to increase your sales and web traffic and evaluate blogging to increase your sales and web traffic and evaluate 
outlets such as HOUZZ.com, Youtube, Pinterest and others. We’ll outlets such as HOUZZ.com, Youtube, Pinterest and others. We’ll outlets such as HOUZZ.com, Youtube, Pinterest and others. We’ll outlets such as HOUZZ.com, Youtube, Pinterest and others. We’ll outlets such as HOUZZ.com, Youtube, Pinterest and others. We’ll 
discuss feedback sites and free local listings that can help you discuss feedback sites and free local listings that can help you discuss feedback sites and free local listings that can help you discuss feedback sites and free local listings that can help you discuss feedback sites and free local listings that can help you 
generate more business. Attendees leave with the most effective generate more business. Attendees leave with the most effective generate more business. Attendees leave with the most effective generate more business. Attendees leave with the most effective generate more business. Attendees leave with the most effective 
ways of marketing on the Internet; the ability to choose the ways of marketing on the Internet; the ability to choose the 
best approach for a particular business goal; and how to assess best approach for a particular business goal; and how to assess best approach for a particular business goal; and how to assess best approach for a particular business goal; and how to assess best approach for a particular business goal; and how to assess 
what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet what skills, resources and budget are necessary to do Internet 
marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.marketing whether internally or to hire/contract services.

WE24
Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Cabinetry for Today’s Needs
Debbie Cannon, Blum, Inc.
Stay ahead of the competition by learning about Stay ahead of the competition by learning about Stay ahead of the competition by learning about Stay ahead of the competition by learning about Stay ahead of the competition by learning about 
and benefiting from knowledge of trends in and benefiting from knowledge of trends in and benefiting from knowledge of trends in and benefiting from knowledge of trends in and benefiting from knowledge of trends in and benefiting from knowledge of trends in 
cabinetry—especially where they are headed. cabinetry—especially where they are headed. cabinetry—especially where they are headed. cabinetry—especially where they are headed. cabinetry—especially where they are headed. 

Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization Ergonomics, accessibility, organization and space utilization 
are becoming critically important features of cabinet choice for are becoming critically important features of cabinet choice for are becoming critically important features of cabinet choice for are becoming critically important features of cabinet choice for 
customers as the market focuses on Baby Boomers. Participants customers as the market focuses on Baby Boomers. Participants 
will be able to plan ergonomic interior spaces according to the will be able to plan ergonomic interior spaces according to the will be able to plan ergonomic interior spaces according to the will be able to plan ergonomic interior spaces according to the 
storage items required in each kitchen zone; choose and/or storage items required in each kitchen zone; choose and/or storage items required in each kitchen zone; choose and/or storage items required in each kitchen zone; choose and/or storage items required in each kitchen zone; choose and/or 
modify cabinets based on the storage goods it will house; and modify cabinets based on the storage goods it will house; and modify cabinets based on the storage goods it will house; and modify cabinets based on the storage goods it will house; and 
plan organization accordingly. You will get a chance to see the plan organization accordingly. You will get a chance to see the plan organization accordingly. You will get a chance to see the plan organization accordingly. You will get a chance to see the 
AGE EXPLORER suit in action, a suit which ages the wearer to AGE EXPLORER suit in action, a suit which ages the wearer to AGE EXPLORER suit in action, a suit which ages the wearer to AGE EXPLORER suit in action, a suit which ages the wearer to 
70+ years old, to simulate what happens to our bodies as we 70+ years old, to simulate what happens to our bodies as we 70+ years old, to simulate what happens to our bodies as we 70+ years old, to simulate what happens to our bodies as we 
age. You are sure to walk away looking at cabinets in a whole age. You are sure to walk away looking at cabinets in a whole 
new light with an advantageous understanding of Aging in Place new light with an advantageous understanding of Aging in Place new light with an advantageous understanding of Aging in Place 
and the services that you can provide to your customers.and the services that you can provide to your customers.and the services that you can provide to your customers.and the services that you can provide to your customers.

TH34
Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Creating $uccessful Showrooms 
Kirk Heiner, K.B. Express
Creating successful showrooms is part art, Creating successful showrooms is part art, Creating successful showrooms is part art, Creating successful showrooms is part art, Creating successful showrooms is part art, Creating successful showrooms is part art, 
part science and part math. Discover the best part science and part math. Discover the best part science and part math. Discover the best part science and part math. Discover the best part science and part math. Discover the best 
and simplest way to design your showroom to and simplest way to design your showroom to and simplest way to design your showroom to and simplest way to design your showroom to and simplest way to design your showroom to and simplest way to design your showroom to and simplest way to design your showroom to 

maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling maximize sales and profits. Twenty-five year veteran of selling 
in showrooms will teach you the key elements that make a in showrooms will teach you the key elements that make a in showrooms will teach you the key elements that make a in showrooms will teach you the key elements that make a in showrooms will teach you the key elements that make a 
showroom successful. You’ll learn what to place where within showroom successful. You’ll learn what to place where within showroom successful. You’ll learn what to place where within showroom successful. You’ll learn what to place where within showroom successful. You’ll learn what to place where within showroom successful. You’ll learn what to place where within 
a showroom space regardless of its size and the secrets of a showroom space regardless of its size and the secrets of a showroom space regardless of its size and the secrets of a showroom space regardless of its size and the secrets of a showroom space regardless of its size and the secrets of 
the best, most profitable showrooms in America. Attendees the best, most profitable showrooms in America. Attendees the best, most profitable showrooms in America. Attendees the best, most profitable showrooms in America. Attendees the best, most profitable showrooms in America. Attendees 
will be able to name the key elements that make a showroom will be able to name the key elements that make a showroom will be able to name the key elements that make a showroom will be able to name the key elements that make a showroom 
successful and learn the primary purpose of a showroom as well successful and learn the primary purpose of a showroom as well successful and learn the primary purpose of a showroom as well 
as the fundamentals that support its success. You will discover as the fundamentals that support its success. You will discover as the fundamentals that support its success. You will discover 
the customer’s preferred pathway to purchase and how to tap the customer’s preferred pathway to purchase and how to tap the customer’s preferred pathway to purchase and how to tap 
into key drivers that influence the sale. Attend this session into key drivers that influence the sale. Attend this session into key drivers that influence the sale. Attend this session 
to gain a clear understanding of how to create a customer-to gain a clear understanding of how to create a customer-to gain a clear understanding of how to create a customer-
centered showroom that helps clients decide to buy quickly and centered showroom that helps clients decide to buy quickly and centered showroom that helps clients decide to buy quickly and 
effortlessly.effortlessly.effortlessly.

TH40
Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

The New Normal in Design 
and Mass-Customization: 
It Will Change your Business

Beth Campbell, Gensler
Stephen Hopkins, Shield Casework
Today’s workplaces are being designed with an understanding Today’s workplaces are being designed with an understanding Today’s workplaces are being designed with an understanding Today’s workplaces are being designed with an understanding 
of how people function in spaces to best accomplish their of how people function in spaces to best accomplish their of how people function in spaces to best accomplish their 
tasks, acknowledging the connection between job satisfaction, tasks, acknowledging the connection between job satisfaction, tasks, acknowledging the connection between job satisfaction, 
productivity and innovation to workplace design issues and productivity and innovation to workplace design issues and 
worker state of mind. There is a shift away from cookie cutter worker state of mind. There is a shift away from cookie cutter 
solutions. Learning, living and working spaces are becoming solutions. Learning, living and working spaces are becoming solutions. Learning, living and working spaces are becoming solutions. Learning, living and working spaces are becoming solutions. Learning, living and working spaces are becoming 
non-traditional and conventional wisdom is being challenged. non-traditional and conventional wisdom is being challenged. non-traditional and conventional wisdom is being challenged. non-traditional and conventional wisdom is being challenged. non-traditional and conventional wisdom is being challenged. 
In this session, you will learn how design can impact and In this session, you will learn how design can impact and 
differentiate your business with real-world case studies. differentiate your business with real-world case studies. differentiate your business with real-world case studies. differentiate your business with real-world case studies. 
Participants will be able to describe when and where they Participants will be able to describe when and where they Participants will be able to describe when and where they Participants will be able to describe when and where they Participants will be able to describe when and where they Participants will be able to describe when and where they 
might best leverage design investments to create custom might best leverage design investments to create custom might best leverage design investments to create custom 
client solutions, and be able utilize the principles of mass client solutions, and be able utilize the principles of mass 
customization to maximize the benefits of digital fabrication customization to maximize the benefits of digital fabrication customization to maximize the benefits of digital fabrication customization to maximize the benefits of digital fabrication customization to maximize the benefits of digital fabrication 
to both client spaces and project schedules. From offices to to both client spaces and project schedules. From offices to to both client spaces and project schedules. From offices to 
kitchens, hospitals to libraries, spaces are being altered and kitchens, hospitals to libraries, spaces are being altered and kitchens, hospitals to libraries, spaces are being altered and kitchens, hospitals to libraries, spaces are being altered and kitchens, hospitals to libraries, spaces are being altered and 
personalized. Find out what this means for manufacturers and personalized. Find out what this means for manufacturers and personalized. Find out what this means for manufacturers and personalized. Find out what this means for manufacturers and personalized. Find out what this means for manufacturers and personalized. Find out what this means for manufacturers and 
how the new integrated processes work.how the new integrated processes work.how the new integrated processes work.how the new integrated processes work.how the new integrated processes work.how the new integrated processes work.

FR57
Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Domestic Manufacturing 
of European-Style Windows

Mark Alster, Leitz Tooling
Karl Frey, SCM Group 
Harry Guensche, Leitz Tooling
Expand your awareness of the fundamentals of European Expand your awareness of the fundamentals of European 
window design and its attributes (energy, noise, aesthetics window design and its attributes (energy, noise, aesthetics window design and its attributes (energy, noise, aesthetics 
and functionality) which make these windows desirable to the and functionality) which make these windows desirable to the 
American consumer.  The session will focus on the machinery American consumer.  The session will focus on the machinery American consumer.  The session will focus on the machinery American consumer.  The session will focus on the machinery 
and tooling investment required to make common wood or and tooling investment required to make common wood or 
aluminum clad tilt-turn and lift-slide windows, as well as on the aluminum clad tilt-turn and lift-slide windows, as well as on the aluminum clad tilt-turn and lift-slide windows, as well as on the 
various construction styles.  Participants will gain an overview various construction styles.  Participants will gain an overview various construction styles.  Participants will gain an overview various construction styles.  Participants will gain an overview 
of the domestic companies currently involved in the production of the domestic companies currently involved in the production of the domestic companies currently involved in the production of the domestic companies currently involved in the production of the domestic companies currently involved in the production 
of these windows, vendors who supply critical components of these windows, vendors who supply critical components of these windows, vendors who supply critical components 
and industry resources who can offer manufacturing advice and industry resources who can offer manufacturing advice and industry resources who can offer manufacturing advice 
and guidance. The course aims to enhance understanding and guidance. The course aims to enhance understanding and guidance. The course aims to enhance understanding 
of European window design and performance attributes of European window design and performance attributes of European window design and performance attributes of European window design and performance attributes 
and advantages; present the proper machine and tooling and advantages; present the proper machine and tooling and advantages; present the proper machine and tooling and advantages; present the proper machine and tooling 
requirements for building European style windows; and share requirements for building European style windows; and share requirements for building European style windows; and share 
about the growing domestic demand for European windows about the growing domestic demand for European windows about the growing domestic demand for European windows about the growing domestic demand for European windows about the growing domestic demand for European windows about the growing domestic demand for European windows 
and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, 
hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).

9

CABINET/MILLWORK
TRACK

“Very happy, 
getting [from] the 
show what I was 
looking for.”

-2013 Attendee
“ I have to say I’ve been 

missing out by not attending 
these classes and it will be a 

must from now on.”
-2013 Attendee

about the growing domestic demand for European windows about the growing domestic demand for European windows 
and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, and the suppliers who support this growth (machinery, tooling, 
hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).hardware, glass, gaskets, aluminum cladding).
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FR58
Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Paths to Profitability
(Round Table Event!)

Brad Cohen, Southern Minnesota Woodcraft
Skip LaBella, Closet America
Brian Stowell, Crown Point Cabinetry
Moderator: Duane Griffiths,
Stiles Machinery, Inc.
There are many ways to boost the bottom line. In this dynamic There are many ways to boost the bottom line. In this dynamic There are many ways to boost the bottom line. In this dynamic 
and interactive dialogue, three cabinet company leaders share and interactive dialogue, three cabinet company leaders share and interactive dialogue, three cabinet company leaders share 
ideas on customer service, employees and diversification that ideas on customer service, employees and diversification that ideas on customer service, employees and diversification that 
could significantly impact your revenue. Learn how Closet could significantly impact your revenue. Learn how Closet could significantly impact your revenue. Learn how Closet could significantly impact your revenue. Learn how Closet could significantly impact your revenue. Learn how Closet could significantly impact your revenue. Learn how Closet 
America became a market leader by creating a culture of service, America became a market leader by creating a culture of service, America became a market leader by creating a culture of service, 
leveraging customer feedback and targeting consistency. leveraging customer feedback and targeting consistency. leveraging customer feedback and targeting consistency. 
Be informed about a clever gainsharing program you can Be informed about a clever gainsharing program you can Be informed about a clever gainsharing program you can Be informed about a clever gainsharing program you can Be informed about a clever gainsharing program you can 
accomplish in your company that motivates employees to better accomplish in your company that motivates employees to better accomplish in your company that motivates employees to better accomplish in your company that motivates employees to better accomplish in your company that motivates employees to better accomplish in your company that motivates employees to better 
communicate, achieve first-time quality and reduce excess communicate, achieve first-time quality and reduce excess 
payroll because they share in the company’s financial benefits. payroll because they share in the company’s financial benefits. payroll because they share in the company’s financial benefits. payroll because they share in the company’s financial benefits. payroll because they share in the company’s financial benefits. 
In a world moving towards specialization, the wood industry In a world moving towards specialization, the wood industry In a world moving towards specialization, the wood industry In a world moving towards specialization, the wood industry 
is one where that trend could be more costly to companies in is one where that trend could be more costly to companies in is one where that trend could be more costly to companies in is one where that trend could be more costly to companies in is one where that trend could be more costly to companies in 
growth mode. Diversification and expansion of services and growth mode. Diversification and expansion of services and growth mode. Diversification and expansion of services and growth mode. Diversification and expansion of services and 
products can lead to greater profitability and healthier growth. products can lead to greater profitability and healthier growth. products can lead to greater profitability and healthier growth. products can lead to greater profitability and healthier growth. products can lead to greater profitability and healthier growth. products can lead to greater profitability and healthier growth. 
Learn sound methods for controlled growth, for developing a Learn sound methods for controlled growth, for developing a Learn sound methods for controlled growth, for developing a Learn sound methods for controlled growth, for developing a Learn sound methods for controlled growth, for developing a Learn sound methods for controlled growth, for developing a 
full service facility and for crafting a sales plan that expands full service facility and for crafting a sales plan that expands 
your customer base and manufacturing capabilities. Come and your customer base and manufacturing capabilities. Come and your customer base and manufacturing capabilities. Come and your customer base and manufacturing capabilities. Come and your customer base and manufacturing capabilities. Come and 
participate in this vibrant exchange of ideas!participate in this vibrant exchange of ideas!

FR66
Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

The Great Face-Off: Face Frame vs. 
Frameless Construction 

Steve Bell, Bellmont Cabinet Co.
Jake Gieschen, Jake’s Creative Woodworks
Tom Schipper, The Master Cabinet Maker
Moderator: Scott Markwood, Hafele America
Whether you are thinking of expanding your product line or just Whether you are thinking of expanding your product line or just 
want to understand both styles, these three owners, representing want to understand both styles, these three owners, representing want to understand both styles, these three owners, representing want to understand both styles, these three owners, representing 
both coasts and small to large shops, discuss the pros and both coasts and small to large shops, discuss the pros and both coasts and small to large shops, discuss the pros and both coasts and small to large shops, discuss the pros and both coasts and small to large shops, discuss the pros and 
cons as well as lessons learned along the way. Can you build cons as well as lessons learned along the way. Can you build 
frameless without adding or upgrading machinery or changing frameless without adding or upgrading machinery or changing frameless without adding or upgrading machinery or changing 
the hardware used? Can you use the same drawer guides and the hardware used? Can you use the same drawer guides and the hardware used? Can you use the same drawer guides and 
hinges on both? Get the nitty-gritty on why frameless cabinets hinges on both? Get the nitty-gritty on why frameless cabinets hinges on both? Get the nitty-gritty on why frameless cabinets 
require a culture of precision in machining requirements, require a culture of precision in machining requirements, require a culture of precision in machining requirements, require a culture of precision in machining requirements, 
reveals and tolerances. Learn how space design elements on reveals and tolerances. Learn how space design elements on reveals and tolerances. Learn how space design elements on 
frameless are different from frame cabinets on issues such as frameless are different from frame cabinets on issues such as frameless are different from frame cabinets on issues such as frameless are different from frame cabinets on issues such as 
needing scribe fillers at every wall, appliance clearances, width needing scribe fillers at every wall, appliance clearances, width needing scribe fillers at every wall, appliance clearances, width needing scribe fillers at every wall, appliance clearances, width 
of cabinets, knob and handle clearance, countertop support of cabinets, knob and handle clearance, countertop support of cabinets, knob and handle clearance, countertop support of cabinets, knob and handle clearance, countertop support 
and more. Hardware selection plus grade and cost of materials and more. Hardware selection plus grade and cost of materials and more. Hardware selection plus grade and cost of materials and more. Hardware selection plus grade and cost of materials 
will be addressed. This lively session will show the most likely will be addressed. This lively session will show the most likely will be addressed. This lively session will show the most likely 
applications for each, when to sell one type vs. the other and applications for each, when to sell one type vs. the other and applications for each, when to sell one type vs. the other and 
how residential companies might branch into commercial jobs by how residential companies might branch into commercial jobs by how residential companies might branch into commercial jobs by 
offering frameless options. offering frameless options. 

WE15
Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Outsourcing CNC Services for 
Furniture Production

Brian Berger, Kirkwood Stair & Millwork
Martin Goebel, Goebel & Co. Furniture LLC
Daniel Hellman, Hellman-Chang
Moderator: Craig Sexton, SNX Technologies
Furniture makers and smaller cabinet shops are learning that Furniture makers and smaller cabinet shops are learning that Furniture makers and smaller cabinet shops are learning that Furniture makers and smaller cabinet shops are learning that Furniture makers and smaller cabinet shops are learning that 
CNC technology is extremely advantageous, if not downright CNC technology is extremely advantageous, if not downright CNC technology is extremely advantageous, if not downright CNC technology is extremely advantageous, if not downright CNC technology is extremely advantageous, if not downright 
necessary, in operating a competitive manufacturing system. necessary, in operating a competitive manufacturing system. necessary, in operating a competitive manufacturing system. necessary, in operating a competitive manufacturing system. necessary, in operating a competitive manufacturing system. necessary, in operating a competitive manufacturing system. 
This session reveals how small shops can access CNC through This session reveals how small shops can access CNC through This session reveals how small shops can access CNC through 
partnering with larger facilities who can then maximize idol time partnering with larger facilities who can then maximize idol time 
on their existing machines. The panel explores how to better on their existing machines. The panel explores how to better on their existing machines. The panel explores how to better on their existing machines. The panel explores how to better on their existing machines. The panel explores how to better 
understand your CNC requirements, provides insight on how to understand your CNC requirements, provides insight on how to understand your CNC requirements, provides insight on how to understand your CNC requirements, provides insight on how to understand your CNC requirements, provides insight on how to 
analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to analyze what and when to outsource and shares tips on how to 
communicate and negotiate with vendors. Find out what kind communicate and negotiate with vendors. Find out what kind communicate and negotiate with vendors. Find out what kind communicate and negotiate with vendors. Find out what kind communicate and negotiate with vendors. Find out what kind communicate and negotiate with vendors. Find out what kind 
of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without of machinery can help in the furniture-making process without 
taking away the hand-made look and feel of the furniture; what taking away the hand-made look and feel of the furniture; what taking away the hand-made look and feel of the furniture; what taking away the hand-made look and feel of the furniture; what taking away the hand-made look and feel of the furniture; what 
roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid roles each party plays in the interface as well as learn how solid 
model designing and programming provide endless ideas and model designing and programming provide endless ideas and model designing and programming provide endless ideas and model designing and programming provide endless ideas and model designing and programming provide endless ideas and model designing and programming provide endless ideas and 
the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately the speed to rapidly turn out working prototypes and ultimately 
orders. This emerging system of small batch, precision orders. This emerging system of small batch, precision orders. This emerging system of small batch, precision orders. This emerging system of small batch, precision orders. This emerging system of small batch, precision orders. This emerging system of small batch, precision 
manufacturing can serve as a model for other shops.manufacturing can serve as a model for other shops.manufacturing can serve as a model for other shops.manufacturing can serve as a model for other shops.manufacturing can serve as a model for other shops.

WE17
Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

An Introduction to the
World of Mass Production

Davide Tonizzo, Design D
This seminar opens a window into the world This seminar opens a window into the world This seminar opens a window into the world This seminar opens a window into the world 
of mass production. Davide Tonizzo has been of mass production. Davide Tonizzo has been of mass production. Davide Tonizzo has been 
designing furniture for over 20 years and has had designing furniture for over 20 years and has had designing furniture for over 20 years and has had 

multiple designs mass-produced by a wide range of furniture multiple designs mass-produced by a wide range of furniture multiple designs mass-produced by a wide range of furniture 
manufacturers. The session is designed to better equip a custom manufacturers. The session is designed to better equip a custom manufacturers. The session is designed to better equip a custom manufacturers. The session is designed to better equip a custom 
woodworker, small shop or furniture maker producing small woodworker, small shop or furniture maker producing small woodworker, small shop or furniture maker producing small woodworker, small shop or furniture maker producing small woodworker, small shop or furniture maker producing small 
batches in making the decision to collaborate with a large batches in making the decision to collaborate with a large 
manufacturer. The benefits and disadvantages of working in manufacturer. The benefits and disadvantages of working in manufacturer. The benefits and disadvantages of working in 
mass-production will be discussed. Practical information, such mass-production will be discussed. Practical information, such mass-production will be discussed. Practical information, such 
as creating contractual agreements and selecting the right as creating contractual agreements and selecting the right as creating contractual agreements and selecting the right as creating contractual agreements and selecting the right 
manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will manufacturing partner with whom to produce your designs will 
be highlighted. Attendees get an overview into the world of mass be highlighted. Attendees get an overview into the world of mass be highlighted. Attendees get an overview into the world of mass be highlighted. Attendees get an overview into the world of mass be highlighted. Attendees get an overview into the world of mass be highlighted. Attendees get an overview into the world of mass 
production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area production, helping them to decide if this is an appropriate area 
for them to branch into and how to take the next steps.for them to branch into and how to take the next steps.for them to branch into and how to take the next steps.for them to branch into and how to take the next steps.

WE23
Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 4:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 4:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 4:00 p.m.

Creative Compound Bending 
Brian Newell, 
Brian Newell Furniture
Over the years Brian has developed a style for Over the years Brian has developed a style for Over the years Brian has developed a style for Over the years Brian has developed a style for 
small cabinets that requires panels to bend small cabinets that requires panels to bend small cabinets that requires panels to bend small cabinets that requires panels to bend 

in two directions at once—compound bends. The system he in two directions at once—compound bends. The system he in two directions at once—compound bends. The system he in two directions at once—compound bends. The system he 
employs to make these cabinets involves up to 26 plys of employs to make these cabinets involves up to 26 plys of employs to make these cabinets involves up to 26 plys of 
commercial veneer, a vacuum press and a certain amount commercial veneer, a vacuum press and a certain amount commercial veneer, a vacuum press and a certain amount 
of intuition. This workshop will demonstrate the pressing of of intuition. This workshop will demonstrate the pressing of of intuition. This workshop will demonstrate the pressing of of intuition. This workshop will demonstrate the pressing of 
the panels, joining them and ultimately covering them with the panels, joining them and ultimately covering them with the panels, joining them and ultimately covering them with the panels, joining them and ultimately covering them with 
marquetry or parquetry before gluing them together. Attendees marquetry or parquetry before gluing them together. Attendees 
will witness the layout and form-making for vacuum-pressed will witness the layout and form-making for vacuum-pressed will witness the layout and form-making for vacuum-pressed 
panels; gain knowledge on determining relief cuts to keep the panels; gain knowledge on determining relief cuts to keep the panels; gain knowledge on determining relief cuts to keep the 
panels from buckling in the press; get tips on jig making and panels from buckling in the press; get tips on jig making and panels from buckling in the press; get tips on jig making and panels from buckling in the press; get tips on jig making and 
joinery for putting a carcass together; and skill tips for covering joinery for putting a carcass together; and skill tips for covering joinery for putting a carcass together; and skill tips for covering 
the carcass with decorative veneer.the carcass with decorative veneer.the carcass with decorative veneer.the carcass with decorative veneer.

WE25
Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Develop Your Personal Brand 
in the Luxury Furniture Market

Eric Chang, Hellman-Chang
The greatest challenge for furniture makers The greatest challenge for furniture makers The greatest challenge for furniture makers The greatest challenge for furniture makers The greatest challenge for furniture makers 
today lies not in perfecting a technique or having today lies not in perfecting a technique or having today lies not in perfecting a technique or having today lies not in perfecting a technique or having today lies not in perfecting a technique or having 
the best design, but in creating a sustainable the best design, but in creating a sustainable the best design, but in creating a sustainable the best design, but in creating a sustainable the best design, but in creating a sustainable 

market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving market.  The confidence of sales and revenue trumps all, giving 
you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a you the ability to truly grow your business. This requires a 
well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution well-planned and executed marketing message and distribution 
strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your strategy that will cultivate a loyal customer base for your 
brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your brand. Eric describes how to create, implement and grow your 
own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. own brand within the complex industry of luxury furniture. 
This includes techniques on developing a brand position, This includes techniques on developing a brand position, This includes techniques on developing a brand position, This includes techniques on developing a brand position, This includes techniques on developing a brand position, 
determining and reaching a customer base, researching the determining and reaching a customer base, researching the determining and reaching a customer base, researching the determining and reaching a customer base, researching the determining and reaching a customer base, researching the 
market and competitive set, refining the brand communication market and competitive set, refining the brand communication market and competitive set, refining the brand communication market and competitive set, refining the brand communication market and competitive set, refining the brand communication market and competitive set, refining the brand communication 
for customers, and sustaining, growing and evolving the brand for customers, and sustaining, growing and evolving the brand for customers, and sustaining, growing and evolving the brand for customers, and sustaining, growing and evolving the brand for customers, and sustaining, growing and evolving the brand 
through time. Eric gives you an insider’s take of the industry, through time. Eric gives you an insider’s take of the industry, 
illustrated through his personal experiences, pitfalls and illustrated through his personal experiences, pitfalls and 
successes in gaining a foothold in the industry. successes in gaining a foothold in the industry. successes in gaining a foothold in the industry. successes in gaining a foothold in the industry. successes in gaining a foothold in the industry. 

TH39
Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m.

Playing with Pierced Carving 
Brian Newell, 
Brian Newell Furniture
In this lecture-demo, Brian covers the basic In this lecture-demo, Brian covers the basic 
principles and techniques used in pierced principles and techniques used in pierced 

carving. This is among the easiest types of carving to practice carving. This is among the easiest types of carving to practice carving. This is among the easiest types of carving to practice 
since the background is cut away quickly by saw. Brian since the background is cut away quickly by saw. Brian since the background is cut away quickly by saw. Brian since the background is cut away quickly by saw. Brian 
discusses the principles of design as well as material selection. discusses the principles of design as well as material selection. discusses the principles of design as well as material selection. discusses the principles of design as well as material selection. discusses the principles of design as well as material selection. 
After transferring the organic design to the wood, he uses After transferring the organic design to the wood, he uses After transferring the organic design to the wood, he uses After transferring the organic design to the wood, he uses 
a scroll saw to cut out the background before modeling the a scroll saw to cut out the background before modeling the a scroll saw to cut out the background before modeling the 
remaining wood to give the design depth and realism. Often remaining wood to give the design depth and realism. Often remaining wood to give the design depth and realism. Often 
incorporating these see-through panels in portions of his incorporating these see-through panels in portions of his incorporating these see-through panels in portions of his incorporating these see-through panels in portions of his 
cabinets, Brian’s pierced panels add a depth to the finished cabinets, Brian’s pierced panels add a depth to the finished cabinets, Brian’s pierced panels add a depth to the finished 
cabinet that simply cannot be achieved with marquetry or relief cabinet that simply cannot be achieved with marquetry or relief cabinet that simply cannot be achieved with marquetry or relief 
carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about carving. In this intriguing workshop, attendees will learn about 
producing designs suitable to pierced carving; choosing the producing designs suitable to pierced carving; choosing the producing designs suitable to pierced carving; choosing the 
appropriate wood; and how to do the cut out with a scroll saw. appropriate wood; and how to do the cut out with a scroll saw. appropriate wood; and how to do the cut out with a scroll saw. 
Additionally, they will learn from Brian as he models carving with Additionally, they will learn from Brian as he models carving with Additionally, they will learn from Brian as he models carving with Additionally, they will learn from Brian as he models carving with 
gouges and chisels and sharpens gouges.gouges and chisels and sharpens gouges.gouges and chisels and sharpens gouges.gouges and chisels and sharpens gouges.
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BOOTHS NOT TO BE MISSED

For AWFS 2015, Thermwood 
Corporation has announced 
a totally new approach to 
making custom cabinets, 
closets, furniture and related 
items with no programming. 
Called a “Cut Center”, this 
new class of machine takes 
a totally different approach 
than traditional nested based 
CNC routers.  Instead of the 
programmer generating CNC 
programs that tell the machine 
how to move, it already knows 
how to move. It actually knows how to make 
products, tens of thousands of products. Sim-
ply tell it what you want, how you want it 
made and it makes it. 

Make Cabinets and Furniture with NO 
PROGRAMMING

The industry has become accustomed to 
nested based CNC routers, which execute 
CNC programs developed using sophisticat-
ed cabinet design software. These machines 
are highly flexible but users must master 
several involved technologies and must cre-
ate, refine and validate everything they want 
to make, from scratch. They must also cre-
ate a CNC program for anything they want 
to make. Cabinet shops that traditionally 
depended on woodworking skill and expe-
rience now must also develop programming 
and technical skills. 

“Cut Centers” on the other hand, just 
make products, without the user becoming 
involved with the underlying technology. 
They come completely set up, fully tooled 
and ready to run. More importantly, unlike 
CNC routers which only execute CNC pro-
grams made somewhere else, cut centers ac-
tually know how to make cabinets, furniture, 
closets, doors, drawers, moldings and shapes. 
Simply select what you want, how you want 
it made and the machine makes it. Cut Cen-
ters are so simple that essentially anyone can 
operate and maintain them with virtually no 
training. Thermwood’s Cut Ready - Cut Cen-
ter won a 2014 IWF Challengers Award.

See at AWFS 2015:
The Thermwood Cut Ready, Cut Center 

will be in action at AWFS 2015 in Booth #8216.  
Stop by and visit the Thermwood booth and 
take the new Cut Center for a test drive.

800.533.6901   |   P.O. Box 436, Dale, IN 47523

With today’s advanced technology, 
it’s time for something new…. 
something even better….something a lot easier. 

A Cut Center is different. It’s all in the machine, 
ready to run. No computer, no software and no 
programming. 

Tens of thousands of products ready to run.  Your 
products can be added.

Easy enough to run that anybody can use it.

If you just want to make cabinets and not program 
computers, this is your answer.

www.cutready.com

New Machine
New Approach

Thermwood Announces “Cut Ready” 
Cut Center

Thermwood Corporation
Email: info@thermwood.com
Web: www.thermwood.com

              www.cutready.com
Booth: 8216

PLAY 
VIDEO

Visit booth8216
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 SENCO will be showcasing its latest profes-
sional-grade fastening solutions that increase 
production speed and make work safer and eas-
ier to perform at AWFS Fair Las Vegas 2015. A 
one-of-a-kind finish nailer, two new pneumatic 
mirco pinners, an expanded line of 200 PSI com-
pressors, the Company’s revolutionary Fusion 
pneumatic cordless technology will be the focus 
in Senco’s booth. 

Senco’s unique, new 21-gauge pneumatic fin-
ish nailer, the FinishPro 21LXP, is the perfect 
tool for finer detail work without compromising 
18-gauge performance. The 21LXP is a slight/
medium head pinner that delivers the holding 
power of a brad nail while leaving a much small-
er indent that requires little to no filling.

Weighing in at only 2.7 lbs, and less than 9” in 
height and 8” in length, this ultra-lightweight and 
compact tool can easily fit into tight spaces. The 
ergonomic and angled pistol grip ensures a com-
fortable user experience, even over prolonged 
periods of time. With its ultra-narrow nose and 
non-marring pad, the 21LXP also delivers clean 
and exacting fastener placement.

Two new 23-gauge pneumatic micro 
pinners, the FinishPRO®23SXP and the 
FinishPRO®23LXP, have numerous features 
that contribute to flawless performance and reli-
able control. The tools’ ultra-narrow nosepieces 
provide convenient access into corners and tight 
spaces. A 4-point alignment guide is integrated 
into the rubber tip no-mar pad, which tapers 
down to the contact point, providing a clear line 
of sight for precision pin placement. 

Complete drives into hard woods like oak and 
red maple are no problem for the FinishPROs’ 
industrial strength motors. Both tools deliver 70 
– 120 PSI of force, with no worry over splitting 
or touch-ups.

SENCO will be displaying its new series of 200 
PSI oil-free portable air compressors. The new 
line includes two 4.5 gallon units, offered in ei-
ther a twin-stack configuration or as a roll-away, 
and a high capacity 15 gallon vertical tank model.  

All three units deliver up to 4.9 SCFM at 90 PSI, 
providing plenty of air flow and tank storage for 
multiple applications, including finish and trim 
carpentry.

For those who want true pneumatic perfor-
mance without the cord, the SENCO Fusion line 
will be highlighted in the booth, delivering faster 
firing than flywheel tools and without the need 
for costly fuel and fumes. With the 15-gauge, 
16-gauge and 18-gauge units, Fusion is a com-
plete fastening solution.

SENCO Makes Hard Work Easier

Visit booth6403

New Micro Pinners

For When Small
Details Matter.

FinishPro®21LXP 
FinishPro®23 LXP & SXP

SENCO Products, Inc.
Phone: 800-543-4596
Web: www.SENCO.COM
Booth: 6403

PLAY 
VIDEO
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 The perfect 
combination of 
speed and power 
come together in 
Epilog’s large-
format Fusion 40 
Laser engraving, 
cutting and mark-
ing system. 

 The Fusion 40 
will change what 
you expect from 
a laser. We’ve re-

designed the motion control system to allow 
higher speed engraving as well as the best 
cutting quality we’ve ever produced. The 
benefits of this system will prove to be im-
mensely valuable for both new and existing 
customers.

The Fusion 40 also includes Epilog’s revo-
lutionary Job Manager Software, which al-
lows users to create their very own custom 
files structure, which helps them streamline 

their engraving processes and significantly 
reduce downtime,” said Mike Dean, vice 
president of sales and marketing for Epilog 
Laser. “Not only can users access job time 
recorders, a materials database and much 
more, they can tailor the software so that 
they can easily locate and replicate jobs at 
the touch of a button.”

Epilog’s Job Manager features:
• Permanent Job Storage – permanently 
store an unlimited number of jobs.
• Job Recording – Automatically record all 
of your jobs and laser parameters.
• Project Time Stamp – Date and time is 
recorded for each laser job.
• Organize and Search functions – Create 
and name an unlimited number of folders 
and sub-folders and interactively search 
for past projects.
• Multiple Machine Database – Perfect for 
those with numerous laser systems con-
nected to one computer.

• Materials Database – A full materials da-
tabase including laser processing param-
eters for common materials.
• Print Preview – Zoom in and preview 
every pixel of every job – you can even re-
view and edit laser parameters and print 
from the preview screen!

Epilog Laser
Phone: 303-277-1188 / 888-437-4564
Email: sales@epiloglaser.com
Web: www.epiloglaser.com
Booth: 8641

Visit booth8641
Check Out Epilog’s Fusion 40 and New 
Job Management Software at AWFS 2015!

PLAY 
VIDEO
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Salice is once again raising the bar on in-
novation with the introduction of the Lapis 
concealed soft close hinges. The name comes 
from the Latin word for pencil and perfectly 
integrates the concept of design hardware in 
furniture interiors. This revolutionary line of 
hinges is fully concealed by a custom special 
cover that acts as a shell. No part of the hinge 
mechanism is visible; the two shells that cover 
the hinge cup and the hinge arm slide on one 
another as the door is opened or closed creat-
ing a smooth, silent motion. These fancy cov-
ers come in 12 different colors and are made 
to suit the most sophisticated cabinetry. The 
customer can either match the interior finish, 
concealing the hinges for example in glass or 
mullion doors or play with the different colors 
to create a contrast to emphasize the doors. 
Either way, the result is a perfect soft close 
in almost any variety of colors and is ideal for 
classic kitchens as well as contemporary and 
modern cabinetry.  Lapis hinges come in soft 
close or push self-opening options; another 
Salice exclusive patent which eliminates the 
need for handles and makes the door fully 
open with just a touch. The hinges will ac-
commodate doors up to 32mm in thickness 
and will retain the same technical character-
istics of door clearance like any other Salice 
product. Although the focus is on design and 
esthetics, Lapis hinges are produced using the 

latest soft close technology and backed by the 
Salice lifetime warranty.

Come and see these exciting Lapis products, 
as well as Salice’s other quality products in 
booth #4401 at the AWFS show in Las Vegas.

Salice raising the bar on concealment 
and design

Visit booth

Salice raising the bar on concealment 
4401

Versatile, kaleidoscopic and aesthetically innovative.
Lapis blends the best of hinge functionality with a high degree 
of personalization.
Whatever the furniture style, the 12 fi nishes and 144 combinations 
ensure that the perfect combination is achieved.

www.saliceamerica.com

TWELVE
SHADES
OF LAPIS

Salice America, Inc.
Phone: 800-222-9652
Email: info.salice@saliceamerica.com
Web: www.saliceamerica.com
Booth: 4401

PLAY 
VIDEO
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BOOTHS NOT TO BE MISSED

ShopBot Tools offers customized 
production support

 Ryan Patterson, 
ShopBot Tools’ 
Head of Production 
Support Services, 
explained the varied 
needs of ShopBot 
CNC owners and 
how ShopBot helps 
them succeed in 
meeting their chal-
lenges. “One may be 
a manufacturer turn-
ing out hundreds of 
wood cabinets every 
day. Another firm is designing and build-
ing a dozen custom snowboards per month, 
each made of multiple materials. A third 
business is cutting large sheets of alumi-
num for building aerodynamic car trailers. 
At ShopBot, we’ll help you to determine the 
right tool or tools, and can customize a tool 
configuration, to meet your unique produc-
tion challenges. We can help you in person 
with the installation as well.”

Some of the 
P r o d u c t i o n 
Support Servic-
es that ShopBot 
provides:

• Devel-
oping custom 
fixtures, jigs 
and motion 
c o m p o n e n t s 
to increase 
productivity. 
These fixtures 
can use air, 

vacuum, and electro-pneumatics, and where 
necessary can be integrated through Shop-
Bot Controls to your existing CNC or PLC 
system control.

• Developing custom mounts and 
control for non-cutting tool-heads applied to 
the ShopBot platform.

• Providing custom programming 
for situations requiring advanced tool-path-
ing or additional operator processing steps 

to produce the most efficient cycle times on 
your machines.

ShopBot also offers annual maintenance 
programs to keep your tools running to 
maximum efficiency. Learn more about 
these services at http://www.shopbottools.
com/mMarkets/productionSupport.htm

Photo: use the photo of Ryan and Michael 
in the back – the one we usually use with 
Production Support.

ShopBot Tools, Inc.
Phone: 888-680-4466
Email: info@shopbottools.com
Web: www.shopbottools.com
Booth: See Show Directory

The smartest investment
in CNC you can make.

ShopBotTools.com888-680-4466 •

ShopBot PRSalpha CNC. ShopBot’s toughest, most sophisticated, 
gantry-based CNC routers, available in 96 X 48 standard shop size and 
larger. Using advanced technology for CNC cutting, drilling, carving, 
and machining, it delivers rapid transit speeds of 1800 inches per 
minute and cutting speeds of up to 600 inches per minute. Easy to 
assemble, configure and re-configure, easy to learn and use.

• Est. in 1996, ShopBot is the pioneer in industrial-grade CNC 
that is also affordable.

• Every tool designed, built, and supported in  Durham, NC.
• Free tech support whenever you need it. Provided by the 

people who build the tools.

Give us a call to discuss your 
needs. We’ll help you choose 
the  right tool for your shop.

 
  

Visit booth See Show Directory
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AWFS attendees will have a unique op-
portunity to see how Safety Speed’s wood-
working machinery can improve their op-
eration.  As a manufacturer of American 
made vertical panel saws and panel routers 
since 1958, our company has continued to 
strategically expand our product offering 
and enhance our brand identity.  Our cur-
rent products can Cut, Rout, Sand, and Edge 
material. Safety Speed builds a full line of 
Vertical Panel Saws, Panel Routers, Wide 
Belt Sanders, Edgebanders and Screw Pock-
et Machines.  All of these American made 
machines are built with a commitment to 
quality and durability representing a great 
value to the customer.

Safety Speed manufactures a combina-
tion of over 20 different panel saws, panel 
routers, saw/router combinations, wide belt 
sanders, edgbanders and screw pocket ma-
chines which gives customers the ability to 
match the many features and price points 
exactly to their individual needs. Each unit 
is fully assembled and aligned in the factory 
for guaranteed accuracy and operation be-
fore it is shipped. And Safety Speed also of-
fers a full range of accessories to enhance the 
productivity and efficiency of each machine 
specific to the customers industry and appli-
cation. Our products are profitable invest-
ments because they process a wide range of 
material quickly, accurately and safely. 

If you’re not a production shop, even the 
do-it-yourselfers, amateur woodworkers, 
and home hobbyists can profit through Safe-
ty Speed’s inexpensive Panel Pro vertical 
panel saw. This less expensive model allows 
one person to cut large sheets safely and ac-
curately in a small space without taking a 
big chunk out of their budget.  For more in-
formation visit www.panelpro.com. 

All product additions, complements and 
improvements to their product lines over 
the years have allowed Safety Speed’s cus-
tomers, both large and small production 
shops, to source American made wood-
working machines from one U.S. manufac-
turer.  Browse our website to learn more 
about their full range of panel saws, panel 
routers, wide belt sanders and edgebanders 
at www.safetyspeed.com or check us out 
on these popular social media outlets: Face-
book, Youtube, and Twitter.

r
r

r

r
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r

SafetySpeed.com 

American Made

See us in AWFS Booth 
#8004

Las Vegas July 22nd th-25

Panel Saws

Wide Belt Sanders
Edgebanders

Screw Pocket Machines

Incredible 
Show Specials!

CUT  ROUTE  SAND  EDGE

ess

Visit booth8004 
Safety Speed Manufacturing Offers 
Something New For You

Safety Speed Manufacturing
Phone: 800-772-2327 
Email: sales@safetyspeed.com
Web: www.safetyspeed.com
Booth: 8004

PLAY 
VIDEO
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FR54
Fri, Jul 24, 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Wood Dyes and Greene & Greene 
Coloring Methods

Brian Miller, Brian Miller Fine 
Stains & Finishes
Finishing expert Brian Miller tackles the Finishing expert Brian Miller tackles the Finishing expert Brian Miller tackles the Finishing expert Brian Miller tackles the 
different types of dyes and their uses as they different types of dyes and their uses as they different types of dyes and their uses as they 

pertain to the finishing industry today, in a captivating lecture-pertain to the finishing industry today, in a captivating lecture-pertain to the finishing industry today, in a captivating lecture-
demo format. Brian delineates use of water-based vs. NGR (non-demo format. Brian delineates use of water-based vs. NGR (non-demo format. Brian delineates use of water-based vs. NGR (non-demo format. Brian delineates use of water-based vs. NGR (non-
grain raising) dyes, covering how to properly apply them, their grain raising) dyes, covering how to properly apply them, their grain raising) dyes, covering how to properly apply them, their grain raising) dyes, covering how to properly apply them, their grain raising) dyes, covering how to properly apply them, their 
compatibility with different finishes, how to use them effectively compatibility with different finishes, how to use them effectively compatibility with different finishes, how to use them effectively compatibility with different finishes, how to use them effectively 
for both shading and toning and how to layer colors to achieve for both shading and toning and how to layer colors to achieve 
deep multi-toned surfaces. He also discusses types of spray deep multi-toned surfaces. He also discusses types of spray 
equipment and how to spray the dyes. Drawing on his illustrious equipment and how to spray the dyes. Drawing on his illustrious equipment and how to spray the dyes. Drawing on his illustrious 
experience with Craftsman-style finishes, Brian shares how to experience with Craftsman-style finishes, Brian shares how to experience with Craftsman-style finishes, Brian shares how to 
mix dyes and get them to mimic the coloring methods employed mix dyes and get them to mimic the coloring methods employed 
by craftsmen in the era of Charles & Henry Greene. This session by craftsmen in the era of Charles & Henry Greene. This session by craftsmen in the era of Charles & Henry Greene. This session by craftsmen in the era of Charles & Henry Greene. This session by craftsmen in the era of Charles & Henry Greene. This session by craftsmen in the era of Charles & Henry Greene. This session 
will clarify the differences between dyes and stains and how will clarify the differences between dyes and stains and how 
to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing to use them; it will explain how using dyes can lower finishing 
time and costs; and will share how dyes increase the clarity time and costs; and will share how dyes increase the clarity time and costs; and will share how dyes increase the clarity 
of the grain and give the applicator greater choices of coloring of the grain and give the applicator greater choices of coloring 
methods. NOTE THE 8:00 A.M. START TIME.methods. NOTE THE 8:00 A.M. START TIME.methods. NOTE THE 8:00 A.M. START TIME.

WE21
Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Designing a Finishing 
Room for a Small Facility

Robert Bein, Gemini Coatings
Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges Industry pro Bob Bein addresses the challenges 
encountered when finishing woodwork in a encountered when finishing woodwork in a encountered when finishing woodwork in a encountered when finishing woodwork in a encountered when finishing woodwork in a 
small shop environment, relating design and small shop environment, relating design and small shop environment, relating design and small shop environment, relating design and 

implementation to maximum work flow efficiency, reduced implementation to maximum work flow efficiency, reduced implementation to maximum work flow efficiency, reduced 
contamination, consistency in quality and higher output per contamination, consistency in quality and higher output per contamination, consistency in quality and higher output per 
man hour. Bob speaks to best practices for successful finishing man hour. Bob speaks to best practices for successful finishing man hour. Bob speaks to best practices for successful finishing man hour. Bob speaks to best practices for successful finishing man hour. Bob speaks to best practices for successful finishing man hour. Bob speaks to best practices for successful finishing 
under today’s “just in time” constraints and offers these under today’s “just in time” constraints and offers these under today’s “just in time” constraints and offers these 
comprehensive attendee takeaways: design and layout of a comprehensive attendee takeaways: design and layout of a comprehensive attendee takeaways: design and layout of a comprehensive attendee takeaways: design and layout of a comprehensive attendee takeaways: design and layout of a 
finishing area; building the finish room on paper before spraying finishing area; building the finish room on paper before spraying finishing area; building the finish room on paper before spraying finishing area; building the finish room on paper before spraying 
the first piece of wood; how to maximize use of the designated the first piece of wood; how to maximize use of the designated the first piece of wood; how to maximize use of the designated the first piece of wood; how to maximize use of the designated the first piece of wood; how to maximize use of the designated 
area for staining, spraying base coats and topcoats and drying area for staining, spraying base coats and topcoats and drying area for staining, spraying base coats and topcoats and drying 
the finish; proper equipment selection including for future the finish; proper equipment selection including for future 
growth; maintaining flexibility in floor layout; best practices in growth; maintaining flexibility in floor layout; best practices in growth; maintaining flexibility in floor layout; best practices in growth; maintaining flexibility in floor layout; best practices in growth; maintaining flexibility in floor layout; best practices in 
creating SOPs; and planning for efficient use of shared space. creating SOPs; and planning for efficient use of shared space. creating SOPs; and planning for efficient use of shared space. creating SOPs; and planning for efficient use of shared space. creating SOPs; and planning for efficient use of shared space. 
Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or Enrollees will walk away with the tools needed to design or 
redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, redesign a wood finishing area that will provide quality finishes, 
increase the bottom line and strengthen one’s reputation in their increase the bottom line and strengthen one’s reputation in their increase the bottom line and strengthen one’s reputation in their increase the bottom line and strengthen one’s reputation in their increase the bottom line and strengthen one’s reputation in their increase the bottom line and strengthen one’s reputation in their 
field.field.

TH35
Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Knowing When to Grow 
while Increasing Profitability

Kurt Feddersen, 
Feddersen & Company, LLP
Growing a business can be very risky and Growing a business can be very risky and Growing a business can be very risky and 
must be done in a methodical and structured must be done in a methodical and structured must be done in a methodical and structured 

way. This seminar will cover how to grow while managing way. This seminar will cover how to grow while managing way. This seminar will cover how to grow while managing way. This seminar will cover how to grow while managing 
increasing costs and operating expenses. Kurt addresses how increasing costs and operating expenses. Kurt addresses how increasing costs and operating expenses. Kurt addresses how increasing costs and operating expenses. Kurt addresses how increasing costs and operating expenses. Kurt addresses how 
to read and understand your company’s income statement and to read and understand your company’s income statement and to read and understand your company’s income statement and to read and understand your company’s income statement and 
balance sheet as your financial statements need to be used to balance sheet as your financial statements need to be used to balance sheet as your financial statements need to be used to 
track your company’s strengths and weaknesses. Kurt shares track your company’s strengths and weaknesses. Kurt shares track your company’s strengths and weaknesses. Kurt shares 
simple analysis procedures to ensure your financial statement simple analysis procedures to ensure your financial statement simple analysis procedures to ensure your financial statement 
is accurate and reliable. Attendees leave knowing how to is accurate and reliable. Attendees leave knowing how to is accurate and reliable. Attendees leave knowing how to is accurate and reliable. Attendees leave knowing how to 
read, understand and analyze their balance sheet and income read, understand and analyze their balance sheet and income read, understand and analyze their balance sheet and income read, understand and analyze their balance sheet and income read, understand and analyze their balance sheet and income 
statement; how to analyze specific expenses and lower them statement; how to analyze specific expenses and lower them statement; how to analyze specific expenses and lower them 
while increasing sales and profits; and how to tell when it is while increasing sales and profits; and how to tell when it is while increasing sales and profits; and how to tell when it is 
time to hire new employees to lower overtime costs. time to hire new employees to lower overtime costs. time to hire new employees to lower overtime costs. 

FR61
Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Looking Under the Hood: How One 
Successful Maker Does Business

Paul Downs, Paul Downs 
Cabinetmakers, Inc.
Paul Downs’ business started from a wish to Paul Downs’ business started from a wish to Paul Downs’ business started from a wish to 
“just make furniture” in 1986. Since then, Paul “just make furniture” in 1986. Since then, Paul “just make furniture” in 1986. Since then, Paul “just make furniture” in 1986. Since then, Paul “just make furniture” in 1986. Since then, Paul “just make furniture” in 1986. Since then, Paul 

has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees has grown his company from a single-man shop to 19 employees 
and he’s never made a kitchen. He will tell you what factors have and he’s never made a kitchen. He will tell you what factors have and he’s never made a kitchen. He will tell you what factors have and he’s never made a kitchen. He will tell you what factors have 
led to his success including how to market over the Internet, led to his success including how to market over the Internet, led to his success including how to market over the Internet, 
how he hires, what he pays and how much money he takes home how he hires, what he pays and how much money he takes home how he hires, what he pays and how much money he takes home 
– all the questions you’d love to ask but would fear seeming a – all the questions you’d love to ask but would fear seeming a – all the questions you’d love to ask but would fear seeming a 
little rude. Now is your chance. As someone who has mastered little rude. Now is your chance. As someone who has mastered little rude. Now is your chance. As someone who has mastered 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO), he will discuss what makes a Search Engine Optimization (SEO), he will discuss what makes a 
perfect Internet product and how to convert website leads into perfect Internet product and how to convert website leads into perfect Internet product and how to convert website leads into 
sales. He will share ways to test new applicants to eliminate sales. He will share ways to test new applicants to eliminate sales. He will share ways to test new applicants to eliminate sales. He will share ways to test new applicants to eliminate sales. He will share ways to test new applicants to eliminate sales. He will share ways to test new applicants to eliminate 
bad hires and talk about the pay scale that eliminates turnover bad hires and talk about the pay scale that eliminates turnover bad hires and talk about the pay scale that eliminates turnover 
– and provide each attendee with a complete copy of the shop – and provide each attendee with a complete copy of the shop – and provide each attendee with a complete copy of the shop 
test he uses when he hires his next worker. Don’t miss this test he uses when he hires his next worker. Don’t miss this test he uses when he hires his next worker. Don’t miss this test he uses when he hires his next worker. Don’t miss this test he uses when he hires his next worker. Don’t miss this New New New 
York Times York Times York Times York Times small business blogger’s frank and entertaining small business blogger’s frank and entertaining small business blogger’s frank and entertaining small business blogger’s frank and entertaining small business blogger’s frank and entertaining 
presentation!presentation!

FR64
Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

The Proper Three Are the Key: Dust 
Collection for Small Shops

Curt Corum, Air Handling Systems 
Dust specialist Curt delineates the three Dust specialist Curt delineates the three 
critical aspects of a proper dust control system critical aspects of a proper dust control system critical aspects of a proper dust control system 
-- hooding, piping and the dust collector. -- hooding, piping and the dust collector. 

Choose this seminar to gain detailed information on hood size, Choose this seminar to gain detailed information on hood size, Choose this seminar to gain detailed information on hood size, 
opening and performance that won’t interfere with the operation, opening and performance that won’t interfere with the operation, opening and performance that won’t interfere with the operation, 
and learn about proper duct sizing to maintain the required and learn about proper duct sizing to maintain the required and learn about proper duct sizing to maintain the required 
transport velocity and distribution, use of elbows and piping transport velocity and distribution, use of elbows and piping transport velocity and distribution, use of elbows and piping transport velocity and distribution, use of elbows and piping 
thickness.  Get the facts on what type and size of dust collector thickness.  Get the facts on what type and size of dust collector thickness.  Get the facts on what type and size of dust collector 
is required; what filter material should consist of; and matching is required; what filter material should consist of; and matching is required; what filter material should consist of; and matching is required; what filter material should consist of; and matching is required; what filter material should consist of; and matching is required; what filter material should consist of; and matching 
the collector to the type of wood waste. Curt explains the air the collector to the type of wood waste. Curt explains the air the collector to the type of wood waste. Curt explains the air 
flow and the amount of branches that should be open during flow and the amount of branches that should be open during flow and the amount of branches that should be open during flow and the amount of branches that should be open during 
woodworking machinery operation; and finally, he clarifies the woodworking machinery operation; and finally, he clarifies the woodworking machinery operation; and finally, he clarifies the woodworking machinery operation; and finally, he clarifies the 
value in completing hooding and piping before purchasing a dust value in completing hooding and piping before purchasing a dust value in completing hooding and piping before purchasing a dust 
collector. collector. 

FR65
Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Planning for Retirement Success
Keith McBride, Integrity Financial Corporation

What are the keys to a secure, healthy What are the keys to a secure, healthy 
retirement plan? Financial Advisor Keith retirement plan? Financial Advisor Keith retirement plan? Financial Advisor Keith 
McBride of boutique wealth management firm, McBride of boutique wealth management firm, McBride of boutique wealth management firm, 
Integrity Financial, presents an in-depth talk Integrity Financial, presents an in-depth talk Integrity Financial, presents an in-depth talk 

on the steps to building a successful tax strategy, business on the steps to building a successful tax strategy, business on the steps to building a successful tax strategy, business on the steps to building a successful tax strategy, business 
plan and personal pension plan that can boost your retirement. plan and personal pension plan that can boost your retirement. plan and personal pension plan that can boost your retirement. plan and personal pension plan that can boost your retirement. 
In this session you will learn how to turn your small business In this session you will learn how to turn your small business In this session you will learn how to turn your small business In this session you will learn how to turn your small business In this session you will learn how to turn your small business 
into a lasting asset for you and your family as Keith compares into a lasting asset for you and your family as Keith compares into a lasting asset for you and your family as Keith compares into a lasting asset for you and your family as Keith compares 
and contrasts the available types of long-term planning and and contrasts the available types of long-term planning and and contrasts the available types of long-term planning and and contrasts the available types of long-term planning and 
savings tools and aides you in discovering which best fit you savings tools and aides you in discovering which best fit you savings tools and aides you in discovering which best fit you savings tools and aides you in discovering which best fit you 
and your business. From income planning to asset management, and your business. From income planning to asset management, and your business. From income planning to asset management, 
tax strategies, and risk management, Keith will teach you to tax strategies, and risk management, Keith will teach you to tax strategies, and risk management, Keith will teach you to 
navigate the rapids that are the challenges small business navigate the rapids that are the challenges small business navigate the rapids that are the challenges small business 
owners face when planning for retirement. owners face when planning for retirement. 
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SMALL SHOPS: TEN 
AND UNDER TRACK
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WE10
Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.

Smart Manufacturing: 
Kitchen Cabinets

Scott Cruickshank, 
Stiles Machinery, Inc.
This engaging demo-presentation will guide This engaging demo-presentation will guide This engaging demo-presentation will guide 
cabinetmakers through a live work cell that cabinetmakers through a live work cell that 

utilizes single-piece manufacturing flow to build complete utilizes single-piece manufacturing flow to build complete 
cabinets in a condensed floor plan.  Pairing the traditional ‘cut, cabinets in a condensed floor plan.  Pairing the traditional ‘cut, cabinets in a condensed floor plan.  Pairing the traditional ‘cut, cabinets in a condensed floor plan.  Pairing the traditional ‘cut, cabinets in a condensed floor plan.  Pairing the traditional ‘cut, 
band, bore’ operation with today’s latest CNC nested-based band, bore’ operation with today’s latest CNC nested-based band, bore’ operation with today’s latest CNC nested-based band, bore’ operation with today’s latest CNC nested-based band, bore’ operation with today’s latest CNC nested-based 
technology, the session demonstrates a truly synchronized work technology, the session demonstrates a truly synchronized work 
flow to build cabinet backs and shelving components as well as flow to build cabinet backs and shelving components as well as flow to build cabinet backs and shelving components as well as flow to build cabinet backs and shelving components as well as 
drawer and door fronts – all in a single, compact solution. Get drawer and door fronts – all in a single, compact solution. Get drawer and door fronts – all in a single, compact solution. Get drawer and door fronts – all in a single, compact solution. Get drawer and door fronts – all in a single, compact solution. Get drawer and door fronts – all in a single, compact solution. Get 
answers to the following: How do short run production batches answers to the following: How do short run production batches answers to the following: How do short run production batches 
affect material yield? What type of machines do you need to affect material yield? What type of machines do you need to 
run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? run short batches? Software – is it the solution or the problem? 
Attendees learn how to create parts specific to cabinetry short-Attendees learn how to create parts specific to cabinetry short-Attendees learn how to create parts specific to cabinetry short-
run batches, what type of machine is needed and how material run batches, what type of machine is needed and how material run batches, what type of machine is needed and how material run batches, what type of machine is needed and how material run batches, what type of machine is needed and how material run batches, what type of machine is needed and how material 
yield is affected.yield is affected.yield is affected.yield is affected.

WE18
Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Cabinet Software: 
Understanding your Options

Ken Frye, KCD Software
How do you choose the cabinet software that How do you choose the cabinet software that How do you choose the cabinet software that 
is right for you? This introductory course is is right for you? This introductory course is 
designed for the cabinet maker looking to have designed for the cabinet maker looking to have designed for the cabinet maker looking to have designed for the cabinet maker looking to have 

a better understanding of software technology. Learn where it a better understanding of software technology. Learn where it a better understanding of software technology. Learn where it a better understanding of software technology. Learn where it 
came from, how it works and how it fits into your operation. came from, how it works and how it fits into your operation. came from, how it works and how it fits into your operation. came from, how it works and how it fits into your operation. came from, how it works and how it fits into your operation. 
Understand the basic differences to narrow down which Understand the basic differences to narrow down which Understand the basic differences to narrow down which 
products might be the better option. Various types of software products might be the better option. Various types of software products might be the better option. Various types of software products might be the better option. Various types of software 
will be explained and discussed including design, pricing, cut will be explained and discussed including design, pricing, cut 
list and CNC software. Understanding the differences available list and CNC software. Understanding the differences available list and CNC software. Understanding the differences available 
in software will help create the right questions to ask when you in software will help create the right questions to ask when you 
are looking at all the software programs currently available. are looking at all the software programs currently available. are looking at all the software programs currently available. 
Course objectives include creating insight for those about to Course objectives include creating insight for those about to 
get involved with cabinet software in a relaxed environment; get involved with cabinet software in a relaxed environment; 
understanding of the general history of cabinet software understanding of the general history of cabinet software understanding of the general history of cabinet software understanding of the general history of cabinet software 
including where it came from, where it is going, how it works, including where it came from, where it is going, how it works, including where it came from, where it is going, how it works, including where it came from, where it is going, how it works, including where it came from, where it is going, how it works, 
and how it applies to your business today and tomorrow; and and how it applies to your business today and tomorrow; and and how it applies to your business today and tomorrow; and 
learning why software can look alike but are very different.learning why software can look alike but are very different.learning why software can look alike but are very different.learning why software can look alike but are very different.

TH31
Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

A Candid Conversation on Software 
(Round Table Event!)

Jake Gieschen, Jake’s Creative Woodworks
Tomasz Kozuch, Rieke Office Interiors
Tom Schipper, The Master Cabinet Maker
Moderator: Ben Wojcikiewicz,
MasterBrand Cabinets
This robust session kicks off with real practitioners detailing This robust session kicks off with real practitioners detailing This robust session kicks off with real practitioners detailing This robust session kicks off with real practitioners detailing 
their experiences with distinct software in relation to their their experiences with distinct software in relation to their 
individual business applications. Then the session opens up individual business applications. Then the session opens up individual business applications. Then the session opens up individual business applications. Then the session opens up individual business applications. Then the session opens up 
for a candid Q&A and shop talk all about software. Jake, a for a candid Q&A and shop talk all about software. Jake, a for a candid Q&A and shop talk all about software. Jake, a for a candid Q&A and shop talk all about software. Jake, a for a candid Q&A and shop talk all about software. Jake, a 
CabinetVision user, addresses enhanced customer interaction CabinetVision user, addresses enhanced customer interaction CabinetVision user, addresses enhanced customer interaction 
and visualization, production and employee efficiencies leading and visualization, production and employee efficiencies leading and visualization, production and employee efficiencies leading and visualization, production and employee efficiencies leading and visualization, production and employee efficiencies leading 
to increased sales and the role of software in CNC upgrading. to increased sales and the role of software in CNC upgrading. to increased sales and the role of software in CNC upgrading. to increased sales and the role of software in CNC upgrading. to increased sales and the role of software in CNC upgrading. 
Tomasz speaks to manufacturing everything under one roof Tomasz speaks to manufacturing everything under one roof Tomasz speaks to manufacturing everything under one roof Tomasz speaks to manufacturing everything under one roof 
with Microvellum, from initial project creation and customized with Microvellum, from initial project creation and customized 
manufacturing to job costing, shipping and labeling utilizing an manufacturing to job costing, shipping and labeling utilizing an manufacturing to job costing, shipping and labeling utilizing an manufacturing to job costing, shipping and labeling utilizing an 
SQL database. Tom talks about his exclusive use of Cabinet Pro SQL database. Tom talks about his exclusive use of Cabinet Pro SQL database. Tom talks about his exclusive use of Cabinet Pro SQL database. Tom talks about his exclusive use of Cabinet Pro 
for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for for both commercial and residential work, including G-Code for 
his CNC machine, and his use of Vectric VCarve Pro for custom his CNC machine, and his use of Vectric VCarve Pro for custom his CNC machine, and his use of Vectric VCarve Pro for custom his CNC machine, and his use of Vectric VCarve Pro for custom his CNC machine, and his use of Vectric VCarve Pro for custom his CNC machine, and his use of Vectric VCarve Pro for custom 
woodcarving and accents. woodcarving and accents. woodcarving and accents. 

FR55
Fri Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Fri Jul 24, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Taking your Shop to the Cloud: 
New Ways to Collaborate

Erik Fetzer, 
Fetzer Architectural Woodwork
Internet-based “Cloud” storage and Internet-based “Cloud” storage and Internet-based “Cloud” storage and 
collaboration tools are revolutionizing the way collaboration tools are revolutionizing the way collaboration tools are revolutionizing the way collaboration tools are revolutionizing the way 

companies work together and manage their data and they companies work together and manage their data and they companies work together and manage their data and they 
are saving time and money for companies of all sizes. Cloud are saving time and money for companies of all sizes. Cloud are saving time and money for companies of all sizes. Cloud are saving time and money for companies of all sizes. Cloud 
storage is also freeing up capital and office space and allowing storage is also freeing up capital and office space and allowing storage is also freeing up capital and office space and allowing storage is also freeing up capital and office space and allowing 
employees to be more productive. This intermediate-level employees to be more productive. This intermediate-level employees to be more productive. This intermediate-level employees to be more productive. This intermediate-level 
session shows you how these valuable tools can give you an session shows you how these valuable tools can give you an session shows you how these valuable tools can give you an session shows you how these valuable tools can give you an 
advantage and lower your technology costs.  Attendees will advantage and lower your technology costs.  Attendees will advantage and lower your technology costs.  Attendees will 
find out what Cloud–based storage is and how it can drop your find out what Cloud–based storage is and how it can drop your find out what Cloud–based storage is and how it can drop your 
total cost of ownership for networking expenses. Find out what total cost of ownership for networking expenses. Find out what total cost of ownership for networking expenses. Find out what total cost of ownership for networking expenses. Find out what 
collaboration tools are available and how they will make you collaboration tools are available and how they will make you collaboration tools are available and how they will make you collaboration tools are available and how they will make you collaboration tools are available and how they will make you 
more productive; learn why e-mail is not the be-all, end-all more productive; learn why e-mail is not the be-all, end-all more productive; learn why e-mail is not the be-all, end-all 
of communication and why it may be crippling your team of communication and why it may be crippling your team of communication and why it may be crippling your team 
and eating up your network storage. These tools can extend and eating up your network storage. These tools can extend and eating up your network storage. These tools can extend 
past your company and allow you to be more effective in your past your company and allow you to be more effective in your past your company and allow you to be more effective in your 
communication with installers, vendors and customers.communication with installers, vendors and customers.communication with installers, vendors and customers.communication with installers, vendors and customers.communication with installers, vendors and customers.communication with installers, vendors and customers.

SA70
Sat, Jul 25, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.

Automated Nesting: 
What You Don’t Know
will Cost You

James Swanson, 
Stiles Machinery, Inc.
Are you considering automated CNC nesting Are you considering automated CNC nesting 
technologies and whether they are a correct fit technologies and whether they are a correct fit technologies and whether they are a correct fit technologies and whether they are a correct fit 

for your operation and/or product mix?  Are you getting the most for your operation and/or product mix?  Are you getting the most for your operation and/or product mix?  Are you getting the most for your operation and/or product mix?  Are you getting the most 
out of your current CNC nested-based router?  Join James for out of your current CNC nested-based router?  Join James for out of your current CNC nested-based router?  Join James for out of your current CNC nested-based router?  Join James for out of your current CNC nested-based router?  Join James for 
an interactive and educational discussion on what you really an interactive and educational discussion on what you really an interactive and educational discussion on what you really an interactive and educational discussion on what you really 
need to know about Automated Nesting.  Uncover key facts and need to know about Automated Nesting.  Uncover key facts and 
technological insights that will help ensure you’re asking the technological insights that will help ensure you’re asking the 
right questions and pursuing the proper Nested Based Solutions right questions and pursuing the proper Nested Based Solutions right questions and pursuing the proper Nested Based Solutions 
for your manufacturing strategy --  including production for your manufacturing strategy --  including production 
expectations, strengths and weaknesses of common nested-expectations, strengths and weaknesses of common nested-expectations, strengths and weaknesses of common nested-
based technologies, price-for-performance and application-based technologies, price-for-performance and application-based technologies, price-for-performance and application-based technologies, price-for-performance and application-based technologies, price-for-performance and application-based technologies, price-for-performance and application-
specific features and benefits, label printing solutions and specific features and benefits, label printing solutions and specific features and benefits, label printing solutions and specific features and benefits, label printing solutions and 
much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you much more. Get answers to the questions that will help you 
determine which configuration makes the most sense for your determine which configuration makes the most sense for your determine which configuration makes the most sense for your 
company. Find out what solutions best meet your manufacturing company. Find out what solutions best meet your manufacturing company. Find out what solutions best meet your manufacturing 
requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and requirements and explore complete machine cycle times and 
how each configuration is able to produce what it does.how each configuration is able to produce what it does.how each configuration is able to produce what it does.how each configuration is able to produce what it does.how each configuration is able to produce what it does.how each configuration is able to produce what it does.how each configuration is able to produce what it does.

SA74
Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Optimized Tooling Technology for 
Efficiency and Profitability

Mark Alster, Leitz Tooling
Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the Look no farther than Mark’s session for the 
fundamentals of ideal tool design which will fundamentals of ideal tool design which will fundamentals of ideal tool design which will fundamentals of ideal tool design which will fundamentals of ideal tool design which will 
contribute to optimized safety, performance contribute to optimized safety, performance contribute to optimized safety, performance contribute to optimized safety, performance 

and return on your investment.  This session outlines tool and return on your investment.  This session outlines tool and return on your investment.  This session outlines tool and return on your investment.  This session outlines tool and return on your investment.  This session outlines tool and return on your investment.  This session outlines tool 
performance calculations which allow users to obtain the performance calculations which allow users to obtain the performance calculations which allow users to obtain the performance calculations which allow users to obtain the performance calculations which allow users to obtain the 
greatest functionality and value from their cutting tools and greatest functionality and value from their cutting tools and greatest functionality and value from their cutting tools and greatest functionality and value from their cutting tools and 
machinery.  Participants will learn about the latest tooling and machinery.  Participants will learn about the latest tooling and machinery.  Participants will learn about the latest tooling and machinery.  Participants will learn about the latest tooling and machinery.  Participants will learn about the latest tooling and 
processing technology and how this technology will benefit processing technology and how this technology will benefit 
their operation as well as keep them competitive at the global their operation as well as keep them competitive at the global their operation as well as keep them competitive at the global their operation as well as keep them competitive at the global their operation as well as keep them competitive at the global 
level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design level.  Attendees will gain understanding of critical tool design 
attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and attributes, proper tool use and performance expectations and 
then join in a review of current cutting tool and machining then join in a review of current cutting tool and machining then join in a review of current cutting tool and machining 
technologies.technologies.technologies.

SOFTWARE & 
TECHNOLOGY TRACK

12
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WE11
Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.

Achieving Consistent 
Sanding Quality for Solid 
Wood, Veneer and 
High-Gloss Finishes

Mike Johnson, Biesse America
The variety of materials used in our industry is The variety of materials used in our industry is 
extremely wide and each may require a different extremely wide and each may require a different extremely wide and each may require a different 
approach in regards to sanding applications. This approach in regards to sanding applications. This 

seminar will explain the various aspects and challenges faced seminar will explain the various aspects and challenges faced seminar will explain the various aspects and challenges faced 
while sanding solid wood, pre-sanded and raw veneer panels as while sanding solid wood, pre-sanded and raw veneer panels as while sanding solid wood, pre-sanded and raw veneer panels as while sanding solid wood, pre-sanded and raw veneer panels as while sanding solid wood, pre-sanded and raw veneer panels as while sanding solid wood, pre-sanded and raw veneer panels as 
well as sealer and high-gloss applications.  Mike will cover the well as sealer and high-gloss applications.  Mike will cover the well as sealer and high-gloss applications.  Mike will cover the 
different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve different machine configurations and abrasive set ups to achieve 
the most consistent quality. He will review the materials from the most consistent quality. He will review the materials from the most consistent quality. He will review the materials from 
a sanding point of view and provide information about how to a sanding point of view and provide information about how to 
achieve the best finish quality for targeted applications of solid achieve the best finish quality for targeted applications of solid achieve the best finish quality for targeted applications of solid achieve the best finish quality for targeted applications of solid achieve the best finish quality for targeted applications of solid 
wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing wood cabinet doors and veneer panels as well as the growing 
trend toward direct and polished high-gloss finishes.  trend toward direct and polished high-gloss finishes.  trend toward direct and polished high-gloss finishes.  trend toward direct and polished high-gloss finishes.  trend toward direct and polished high-gloss finishes.  trend toward direct and polished high-gloss finishes.  

WE16
Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Exposing the Mystery of Chronic 
Finishing Problems

Diane Shattuck, Gemini Coatings
Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal Coatings expert Diane Shattuck will reveal 
and solve the most common chronic finishing and solve the most common chronic finishing and solve the most common chronic finishing and solve the most common chronic finishing and solve the most common chronic finishing and solve the most common chronic finishing 
problems faced routinely in our business: problems faced routinely in our business: problems faced routinely in our business: problems faced routinely in our business: 

adhesion, color, consistency, repeatability, sheen and time. adhesion, color, consistency, repeatability, sheen and time. adhesion, color, consistency, repeatability, sheen and time. adhesion, color, consistency, repeatability, sheen and time. adhesion, color, consistency, repeatability, sheen and time. adhesion, color, consistency, repeatability, sheen and time. 
Diane reveals how to eliminate sanding swirls and scratches Diane reveals how to eliminate sanding swirls and scratches Diane reveals how to eliminate sanding swirls and scratches Diane reveals how to eliminate sanding swirls and scratches Diane reveals how to eliminate sanding swirls and scratches 
along with blotching stain, fisheye, solvent pop, orange peel, along with blotching stain, fisheye, solvent pop, orange peel, along with blotching stain, fisheye, solvent pop, orange peel, along with blotching stain, fisheye, solvent pop, orange peel, 
inconsistent color and sheen -- transforming the what, why and inconsistent color and sheen -- transforming the what, why and 
how into processes that can be documented and implemented how into processes that can be documented and implemented how into processes that can be documented and implemented how into processes that can be documented and implemented how into processes that can be documented and implemented 
to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees to cut finishing problems out while putting profits in. Attendees 
will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving will learn how to ensure proper surface preparation while saving 
time from the sanding tools, tips and techniques shown. Diane time from the sanding tools, tips and techniques shown. Diane time from the sanding tools, tips and techniques shown. Diane time from the sanding tools, tips and techniques shown. Diane 
reveals how to develop color consistency and repeatability from reveals how to develop color consistency and repeatability from reveals how to develop color consistency and repeatability from reveals how to develop color consistency and repeatability from reveals how to develop color consistency and repeatability from 
Step Panels and how to create profits from them, along with Step Panels and how to create profits from them, along with Step Panels and how to create profits from them, along with Step Panels and how to create profits from them, along with Step Panels and how to create profits from them, along with Step Panels and how to create profits from them, along with 
documentation SOPs to ensure consistency in your finishes. By documentation SOPs to ensure consistency in your finishes. By documentation SOPs to ensure consistency in your finishes. By documentation SOPs to ensure consistency in your finishes. By documentation SOPs to ensure consistency in your finishes. By 
exposing the mysteries perhaps never fully explained before, the exposing the mysteries perhaps never fully explained before, the exposing the mysteries perhaps never fully explained before, the exposing the mysteries perhaps never fully explained before, the 
answers come easily and profits follow. answers come easily and profits follow. answers come easily and profits follow. 

TH32
Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Understanding the Terminology 
and Applications of 
Wood Coatings and Stains

Darrel Young, ML Campbell 
Wood Finishing Systems
Do words like volume solids, VOC, HAPs, Do words like volume solids, VOC, HAPs, Do words like volume solids, VOC, HAPs, Do words like volume solids, VOC, HAPs, Do words like volume solids, VOC, HAPs, Do words like volume solids, VOC, HAPs, 
viscosity, flow and leveling, orange peel, UV-viscosity, flow and leveling, orange peel, UV-viscosity, flow and leveling, orange peel, UV-viscosity, flow and leveling, orange peel, UV-viscosity, flow and leveling, orange peel, UV-viscosity, flow and leveling, orange peel, UV-

cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you cured, conversion varnish, pre-cat and 2K urethane leave you 
scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business scratching your head? The industrial wood coatings business 
has a language all of its own. Knowing that language, and has a language all of its own. Knowing that language, and has a language all of its own. Knowing that language, and has a language all of its own. Knowing that language, and has a language all of its own. Knowing that language, and has a language all of its own. Knowing that language, and 
understanding the various types of wood coating products understanding the various types of wood coating products understanding the various types of wood coating products understanding the various types of wood coating products understanding the various types of wood coating products 
and their intended use, can help you navigate this area of and their intended use, can help you navigate this area of and their intended use, can help you navigate this area of and their intended use, can help you navigate this area of 
manufacturing finished wood products. The seminar will define manufacturing finished wood products. The seminar will define 
the terminology and explain the properties of the various the terminology and explain the properties of the various the terminology and explain the properties of the various the terminology and explain the properties of the various 
products, to help you better decide the right coating system products, to help you better decide the right coating system products, to help you better decide the right coating system products, to help you better decide the right coating system products, to help you better decide the right coating system 
for your operation. While primarily focused on coatings used by for your operation. While primarily focused on coatings used by for your operation. While primarily focused on coatings used by 
manufacturers of cabinetry, furniture, architectural millwork manufacturers of cabinetry, furniture, architectural millwork manufacturers of cabinetry, furniture, architectural millwork manufacturers of cabinetry, furniture, architectural millwork manufacturers of cabinetry, furniture, architectural millwork 
and store fixtures, any wood products manufacturer will find the and store fixtures, any wood products manufacturer will find the and store fixtures, any wood products manufacturer will find the and store fixtures, any wood products manufacturer will find the 
general technical information valuable. Understanding of the general technical information valuable. Understanding of the general technical information valuable. Understanding of the general technical information valuable. Understanding of the 
commonly used terms and types of coatings will give you the commonly used terms and types of coatings will give you the 
confidence to discuss wood coatings with sales and technical confidence to discuss wood coatings with sales and technical confidence to discuss wood coatings with sales and technical confidence to discuss wood coatings with sales and technical 
representatives. This knowledge will help you optimize your representatives. This knowledge will help you optimize your representatives. This knowledge will help you optimize your representatives. This knowledge will help you optimize your 
wood finishing operation. wood finishing operation. wood finishing operation. wood finishing operation. wood finishing operation. wood finishing operation. 

TH33
Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Thur, Jul 23, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Keys to Plastic Routing
Scott Feimster, LMT Onsrud 
Adding plastic routing services can be a Adding plastic routing services can be a Adding plastic routing services can be a Adding plastic routing services can be a Adding plastic routing services can be a Adding plastic routing services can be a 
rewarding addition to your offerings but rewarding addition to your offerings but rewarding addition to your offerings but rewarding addition to your offerings but rewarding addition to your offerings but rewarding addition to your offerings but rewarding addition to your offerings but 
successful plastic routing requires tooling successful plastic routing requires tooling successful plastic routing requires tooling successful plastic routing requires tooling successful plastic routing requires tooling successful plastic routing requires tooling 

and techniques specific to those materials. How do you select and techniques specific to those materials. How do you select and techniques specific to those materials. How do you select and techniques specific to those materials. How do you select and techniques specific to those materials. How do you select and techniques specific to those materials. How do you select 
the correct tool? How do you find the correct feed & speeds? the correct tool? How do you find the correct feed & speeds? the correct tool? How do you find the correct feed & speeds? the correct tool? How do you find the correct feed & speeds? the correct tool? How do you find the correct feed & speeds? 
What type of part holding will be the most effective and what What type of part holding will be the most effective and what What type of part holding will be the most effective and what What type of part holding will be the most effective and what What type of part holding will be the most effective and what 
variation of machining techniques should you consider?  This variation of machining techniques should you consider?  This variation of machining techniques should you consider?  This variation of machining techniques should you consider?  This 
presentation will give both the beginner and the experienced presentation will give both the beginner and the experienced presentation will give both the beginner and the experienced presentation will give both the beginner and the experienced 
practitioner the tools to optimize plastics routing. Attendees practitioner the tools to optimize plastics routing. Attendees practitioner the tools to optimize plastics routing. Attendees practitioner the tools to optimize plastics routing. Attendees 
gain knowledge on how to select the correct tool for the gain knowledge on how to select the correct tool for the gain knowledge on how to select the correct tool for the gain knowledge on how to select the correct tool for the 
application as well as an understanding of the fundamentals application as well as an understanding of the fundamentals application as well as an understanding of the fundamentals application as well as an understanding of the fundamentals 
and tips to properly hold the workpiece for routing. They learn and tips to properly hold the workpiece for routing. They learn and tips to properly hold the workpiece for routing. They learn 
how to determine the RPM, feed rate and machining techniques how to determine the RPM, feed rate and machining techniques how to determine the RPM, feed rate and machining techniques 
for successful plastic routing.for successful plastic routing.for successful plastic routing.

TH41
Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Meeting the Challenges of Today’s 
Wood Finishing (Round Table Event!)

Alan Noel, A. Ross Noel Associates, LLC
Bruce Smith, Furniture Doctor
Greg Williams, Wood Finishing Specialist
Moderator: Robert Bien, Gemini Coatings
Fasten your seatbelt, this gathering of experts addresses YOUR Fasten your seatbelt, this gathering of experts addresses YOUR Fasten your seatbelt, this gathering of experts addresses YOUR 
inquiries on a wide spectrum of finishing issues! Together they inquiries on a wide spectrum of finishing issues! Together they 
tackle finishing products, techniques and tools used to finish tackle finishing products, techniques and tools used to finish 
and touch up raw wood components as well as finished objects. and touch up raw wood components as well as finished objects. and touch up raw wood components as well as finished objects. and touch up raw wood components as well as finished objects. and touch up raw wood components as well as finished objects. 
Their combined experience will shed light on the importance of Their combined experience will shed light on the importance of Their combined experience will shed light on the importance of Their combined experience will shed light on the importance of Their combined experience will shed light on the importance of 
finishing to both the manufacturing and marketing processes finishing to both the manufacturing and marketing processes 
and how to better showcase product through the finish. They and how to better showcase product through the finish. They and how to better showcase product through the finish. They and how to better showcase product through the finish. They 
extoll the need for continuing education on finishing products extoll the need for continuing education on finishing products extoll the need for continuing education on finishing products extoll the need for continuing education on finishing products extoll the need for continuing education on finishing products 
and procedures, employee health and safety and legal aspects and procedures, employee health and safety and legal aspects and procedures, employee health and safety and legal aspects 
of the industry --and tell you how to access it – and they will of the industry --and tell you how to access it – and they will 
enlighten you on how to train employees in the remediation enlighten you on how to train employees in the remediation enlighten you on how to train employees in the remediation enlighten you on how to train employees in the remediation enlighten you on how to train employees in the remediation 
of defects utilizing repair, touch up and spot finishing of defects utilizing repair, touch up and spot finishing of defects utilizing repair, touch up and spot finishing 
techniques in order to reduce waste and re-dos of product. This techniques in order to reduce waste and re-dos of product. This techniques in order to reduce waste and re-dos of product. This techniques in order to reduce waste and re-dos of product. This techniques in order to reduce waste and re-dos of product. This techniques in order to reduce waste and re-dos of product. This 
intermediate/advanced level session is focused on the needs intermediate/advanced level session is focused on the needs intermediate/advanced level session is focused on the needs intermediate/advanced level session is focused on the needs intermediate/advanced level session is focused on the needs 
of small to medium-sized shops. Bring your questions and of small to medium-sized shops. Bring your questions and of small to medium-sized shops. Bring your questions and of small to medium-sized shops. Bring your questions and of small to medium-sized shops. Bring your questions and of small to medium-sized shops. Bring your questions and 
finishing challenges to the TABLE! finishing challenges to the TABLE! finishing challenges to the TABLE! finishing challenges to the TABLE! 
Sponsored by the Professional Refinishers GroupSponsored by the Professional Refinishers GroupSponsored by the Professional Refinishers Group

FR50
Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.

Zero Edge for Every Shop
Doug Maat, Stiles Machinery, Inc.
This innovative presentation will highlight the This innovative presentation will highlight the This innovative presentation will highlight the This innovative presentation will highlight the 
latest trends in zero-edge processing as well as latest trends in zero-edge processing as well as latest trends in zero-edge processing as well as 
lend tips and tricks that facilitate processing lend tips and tricks that facilitate processing lend tips and tricks that facilitate processing lend tips and tricks that facilitate processing 

today’s hottest materials, high-gloss and high-texture.  The two today’s hottest materials, high-gloss and high-texture.  The two today’s hottest materials, high-gloss and high-texture.  The two 
most popular means for achieving zero-edge products, hot-air most popular means for achieving zero-edge products, hot-air most popular means for achieving zero-edge products, hot-air most popular means for achieving zero-edge products, hot-air 
activation and PUR, will be demonstrated on the same machine activation and PUR, will be demonstrated on the same machine 
to illustrate the true individual characteristics, features and to illustrate the true individual characteristics, features and to illustrate the true individual characteristics, features and 
benefits of each method. This SMART is specifically designed benefits of each method. This SMART is specifically designed 
for anyone who may be interested in embracing zero-edge for anyone who may be interested in embracing zero-edge for anyone who may be interested in embracing zero-edge 
technology, or in processing high-gloss or high-textured panels. technology, or in processing high-gloss or high-textured panels. 
Attendees will learn what is driving demand for a better edge  Attendees will learn what is driving demand for a better edge  Attendees will learn what is driving demand for a better edge  
in the marketplace; understand the attributes of PUR and hot in the marketplace; understand the attributes of PUR and hot in the marketplace; understand the attributes of PUR and hot in the marketplace; understand the attributes of PUR and hot 
air and the pros & cons of each application technology; as well air and the pros & cons of each application technology; as well air and the pros & cons of each application technology; as well air and the pros & cons of each application technology; as well air and the pros & cons of each application technology; as well 
as how this technology is impacting new materials such as as how this technology is impacting new materials such as as how this technology is impacting new materials such as 
high-gloss and high texture. Get the tricks and tips required to high-gloss and high texture. Get the tricks and tips required to high-gloss and high texture. Get the tricks and tips required to 
successfully process high-gloss and high textured materials.successfully process high-gloss and high textured materials.successfully process high-gloss and high textured materials.

TECHNIQUES & 
APPLICATIONS TRACK
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FR51
Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Fri, Jul 24, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.

True Acrylic Manufacturing 
with Today’s Technologies

James Swanson, 
Stiles Machinery, Inc.
Attend this SMART session for an introduction Attend this SMART session for an introduction Attend this SMART session for an introduction 
to the latest polishing techniques using to the latest polishing techniques using 

extremely cost effective machining platforms to achieve high-extremely cost effective machining platforms to achieve high-extremely cost effective machining platforms to achieve high-
quality transparent acrylic edges.  Presenter James Swanson quality transparent acrylic edges.  Presenter James Swanson quality transparent acrylic edges.  Presenter James Swanson 
leads attendees through the latest in plastics manufacturing leads attendees through the latest in plastics manufacturing leads attendees through the latest in plastics manufacturing leads attendees through the latest in plastics manufacturing leads attendees through the latest in plastics manufacturing 
technology including diamond edge-polishing and beveling technology including diamond edge-polishing and beveling 
of rectilinear parts on the new Weeke ABP Edge Polishing of rectilinear parts on the new Weeke ABP Edge Polishing of rectilinear parts on the new Weeke ABP Edge Polishing 
machine.  He will address a number of key acrylic manufacturing machine.  He will address a number of key acrylic manufacturing machine.  He will address a number of key acrylic manufacturing machine.  He will address a number of key acrylic manufacturing machine.  He will address a number of key acrylic manufacturing 
processes including diverse cutting solutions for engraving, processes including diverse cutting solutions for engraving, processes including diverse cutting solutions for engraving, processes including diverse cutting solutions for engraving, 
profiling and the polishing of curved geometries on a nested-profiling and the polishing of curved geometries on a nested-
based router.  Attendees learn best practices and machine based router.  Attendees learn best practices and machine based router.  Attendees learn best practices and machine based router.  Attendees learn best practices and machine based router.  Attendees learn best practices and machine 
features for effectively routing acrylic sheet goods, efficiently features for effectively routing acrylic sheet goods, efficiently features for effectively routing acrylic sheet goods, efficiently features for effectively routing acrylic sheet goods, efficiently features for effectively routing acrylic sheet goods, efficiently 
sawing acrylic and plastic sheet stock and achieving transparent sawing acrylic and plastic sheet stock and achieving transparent sawing acrylic and plastic sheet stock and achieving transparent sawing acrylic and plastic sheet stock and achieving transparent sawing acrylic and plastic sheet stock and achieving transparent sawing acrylic and plastic sheet stock and achieving transparent 
edges that will take your acrylic fixtures to the next level. Also edges that will take your acrylic fixtures to the next level. Also edges that will take your acrylic fixtures to the next level. Also edges that will take your acrylic fixtures to the next level. Also 
discussed and demonstrated are tooling solutions available for discussed and demonstrated are tooling solutions available for discussed and demonstrated are tooling solutions available for discussed and demonstrated are tooling solutions available for discussed and demonstrated are tooling solutions available for discussed and demonstrated are tooling solutions available for 
utilizing CNC router technology to size and polish non-rectilinear utilizing CNC router technology to size and polish non-rectilinear utilizing CNC router technology to size and polish non-rectilinear utilizing CNC router technology to size and polish non-rectilinear utilizing CNC router technology to size and polish non-rectilinear 
geometries.geometries.

SA72
Sat, Jul 25, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.

Debunking the Myths of 
Automatic Flat-Line Spraying

Geoff Allen, Superfici 
Are you interested in knowing what qualifies Are you interested in knowing what qualifies Are you interested in knowing what qualifies 
your company in needing a flat line system and your company in needing a flat line system and your company in needing a flat line system and your company in needing a flat line system and your company in needing a flat line system and your company in needing a flat line system and 
the potential ROI? In this session Geoff shares the potential ROI? In this session Geoff shares the potential ROI? In this session Geoff shares 

how to determine what is best for your process, flexibility and how to determine what is best for your process, flexibility and how to determine what is best for your process, flexibility and how to determine what is best for your process, flexibility and 
efficiency. He shares what you can do to maximize your return for efficiency. He shares what you can do to maximize your return for efficiency. He shares what you can do to maximize your return for 
the investment as he covers these aspects of spraying: material the investment as he covers these aspects of spraying: material the investment as he covers these aspects of spraying: material 
trends for automatic line application and material recovery trends for automatic line application and material recovery 
--when and how it works. What type of spray gun will work best? --when and how it works. What type of spray gun will work best? --when and how it works. What type of spray gun will work best? 
He talks about spray-no-wipe stains without halo or stripes He talks about spray-no-wipe stains without halo or stripes 
and whether rotary is better. He addresses edge coverage and and whether rotary is better. He addresses edge coverage and 
how to adjust for good results, how to minimize contamination how to adjust for good results, how to minimize contamination how to adjust for good results, how to minimize contamination how to adjust for good results, how to minimize contamination 
in the spray area and how to answer whether your best spray in the spray area and how to answer whether your best spray in the spray area and how to answer whether your best spray in the spray area and how to answer whether your best spray in the spray area and how to answer whether your best spray 
hand makes a good line operator. Seize this opportunity to ask hand makes a good line operator. Seize this opportunity to ask hand makes a good line operator. Seize this opportunity to ask 
questions of a pro on the topics surrounding flat line spraying.questions of a pro on the topics surrounding flat line spraying.questions of a pro on the topics surrounding flat line spraying.questions of a pro on the topics surrounding flat line spraying.

WE14
Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Wed, Jul 22, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.

Dust Collection for Secondary Wood 
Operations: Fundamentals and Safety

Jamison Scott, Air Handling Systems
Robert Williamson, Nederman
This session combines basic dust collection fundamentals This session combines basic dust collection fundamentals This session combines basic dust collection fundamentals This session combines basic dust collection fundamentals 
with information on combustible dust for medium to large with information on combustible dust for medium to large with information on combustible dust for medium to large with information on combustible dust for medium to large 
woodworking plants. Participants will learn about basic design woodworking plants. Participants will learn about basic design woodworking plants. Participants will learn about basic design woodworking plants. Participants will learn about basic design woodworking plants. Participants will learn about basic design 
and guidelines to assist in the specification, installation, and guidelines to assist in the specification, installation, and guidelines to assist in the specification, installation, and guidelines to assist in the specification, installation, 
operation and maintenance of an effective, efficient and safe operation and maintenance of an effective, efficient and safe operation and maintenance of an effective, efficient and safe operation and maintenance of an effective, efficient and safe operation and maintenance of an effective, efficient and safe 
dust collection system. With OSHA’s use of NFPA 664 standards dust collection system. With OSHA’s use of NFPA 664 standards 
to determine if a workplace is safe, the future will require to determine if a workplace is safe, the future will require 
the use of high and low vacuum technologies to meet the the use of high and low vacuum technologies to meet the the use of high and low vacuum technologies to meet the the use of high and low vacuum technologies to meet the 
housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to housekeeping standards. The session includes a case study to 
see how this information is utilized in a real world scenario. see how this information is utilized in a real world scenario. see how this information is utilized in a real world scenario. see how this information is utilized in a real world scenario. see how this information is utilized in a real world scenario. 
You will also get the latest safety updates on the combustible You will also get the latest safety updates on the combustible You will also get the latest safety updates on the combustible You will also get the latest safety updates on the combustible You will also get the latest safety updates on the combustible 
aspects of dust and how to prevent an explosion. Find out what aspects of dust and how to prevent an explosion. Find out what aspects of dust and how to prevent an explosion. Find out what aspects of dust and how to prevent an explosion. Find out what aspects of dust and how to prevent an explosion. Find out what aspects of dust and how to prevent an explosion. Find out what 
standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they standards and  regulations you should be reviewing and how they 
affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance affect your company.  Learn what role NFPA and your insurance 
company play and how to mitigate the impact of an OSHA company play and how to mitigate the impact of an OSHA company play and how to mitigate the impact of an OSHA company play and how to mitigate the impact of an OSHA company play and how to mitigate the impact of an OSHA 
inspection.inspection.inspection.

WE19
Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Smart Ergonomics, Reduced 
Workmans’ Comp Claims

Kristin Freeman,
IASHEP/Podojil & Assoc.
An effective Ergonomics Program at any level, An effective Ergonomics Program at any level, An effective Ergonomics Program at any level, 
in any industry, promotes the reduction of in any industry, promotes the reduction of in any industry, promotes the reduction of 

employee injuries. Over 19 million employees file claims for employee injuries. Over 19 million employees file claims for employee injuries. Over 19 million employees file claims for 
musculoskeletal disorders and $95 billion is paid out annually musculoskeletal disorders and $95 billion is paid out annually musculoskeletal disorders and $95 billion is paid out annually 
in Workman’s Comp claims. This course is designed to educate in Workman’s Comp claims. This course is designed to educate in Workman’s Comp claims. This course is designed to educate in Workman’s Comp claims. This course is designed to educate 
attendees on identifying ergonomics issues, and provide attendees on identifying ergonomics issues, and provide attendees on identifying ergonomics issues, and provide attendees on identifying ergonomics issues, and provide attendees on identifying ergonomics issues, and provide 
understanding of the concept of cost effective ergonomic understanding of the concept of cost effective ergonomic understanding of the concept of cost effective ergonomic understanding of the concept of cost effective ergonomic 
“fixes.” Kristin shares information on implementing ergonomic “fixes.” Kristin shares information on implementing ergonomic “fixes.” Kristin shares information on implementing ergonomic 
protocols that will reduce claims filed. She covers Personal protocols that will reduce claims filed. She covers Personal protocols that will reduce claims filed. She covers Personal 
Protective Equipment, proper body mechanics frequently Protective Equipment, proper body mechanics frequently 
missed and hearing protection based on OSHA /ANSI standards. missed and hearing protection based on OSHA /ANSI standards. missed and hearing protection based on OSHA /ANSI standards. missed and hearing protection based on OSHA /ANSI standards. missed and hearing protection based on OSHA /ANSI standards. missed and hearing protection based on OSHA /ANSI standards. 
Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop Attendees will be able to identify ergonomic issues in the shop 
and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost and in the field and understand the concept of simple and cost 
effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper effective ergonomic fixes, such as adjusting table heights, proper 
lifting techniques and simple exercises that reduce repetitive lifting techniques and simple exercises that reduce repetitive lifting techniques and simple exercises that reduce repetitive lifting techniques and simple exercises that reduce repetitive lifting techniques and simple exercises that reduce repetitive lifting techniques and simple exercises that reduce repetitive 
action injuries. Attendees leave with options of cost-effective action injuries. Attendees leave with options of cost-effective action injuries. Attendees leave with options of cost-effective action injuries. Attendees leave with options of cost-effective 
protocols applicable for any size business.protocols applicable for any size business.protocols applicable for any size business.

WE22
Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Wed, Jul 22, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Legislation Affecting the 
Woodworking Industry

Joy Flack, OSHA
Robert Anderson, U.S. Dept. of Justice
Lynn Baker, California Air 
Resources Board (Invited)
Moderator: Jamison Scott, 
Air Handling Systems
Attend this session for up-to-the-minute information on Attend this session for up-to-the-minute information on Attend this session for up-to-the-minute information on 
pertinent industry regulations related to combustible dust, the pertinent industry regulations related to combustible dust, the pertinent industry regulations related to combustible dust, the 
Lacey Act and formaldehyde emissions.  Find out about the Lacey Act and formaldehyde emissions.  Find out about the Lacey Act and formaldehyde emissions.  Find out about the 
latest in the rulemaking process for a combustible dust standard latest in the rulemaking process for a combustible dust standard latest in the rulemaking process for a combustible dust standard latest in the rulemaking process for a combustible dust standard latest in the rulemaking process for a combustible dust standard latest in the rulemaking process for a combustible dust standard 
for general industry, learn what standards are mandatory for general industry, learn what standards are mandatory for general industry, learn what standards are mandatory for general industry, learn what standards are mandatory for general industry, learn what standards are mandatory for general industry, learn what standards are mandatory 
and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting and be informed about OSHA record keeping and reporting 
requirements, and getinformation on preventing and mitigating requirements, and getinformation on preventing and mitigating requirements, and getinformation on preventing and mitigating 
combustible dust. Clarify how the Lacey Act--a federal law combustible dust. Clarify how the Lacey Act--a federal law combustible dust. Clarify how the Lacey Act--a federal law 
that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact that prohibits dealing in illegally-sourced wood—could impact 
you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to you and your supply chain. Hear how the Lacey Act applies to 
wood products businesses and get recommendations that will wood products businesses and get recommendations that will wood products businesses and get recommendations that will wood products businesses and get recommendations that will wood products businesses and get recommendations that will 
help ensure compliance with the law.  Learn about the efforts help ensure compliance with the law.  Learn about the efforts help ensure compliance with the law.  Learn about the efforts help ensure compliance with the law.  Learn about the efforts help ensure compliance with the law.  Learn about the efforts help ensure compliance with the law.  Learn about the efforts 
of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a of the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement a 
regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite regulation to reduce formaldehyde emission from composite 
wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and wood products, with an update on implementation status, and 
on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize on efforts underway to amend the regulation and to harmonize 
with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but with U.S. EPA’s forthcoming regulation. This session is FREE but 
registration is required.registration is required.registration is required.registration is required.registration is required.registration is required.

TH36
Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Lessons from the Field: LEED 
Opportunities and Certification

Chris Clapp, Northwestern Design 
Jim Farahmand, Crestmark 
Architectural Millworks
Paul Vanderford, Sustainable Northwest
Moderator: Anthony Brower, Gensler
LEED projects present real opportunity for businesses. Trends LEED projects present real opportunity for businesses. Trends LEED projects present real opportunity for businesses. Trends 
point to exponential growth in LEED construction and to easier, point to exponential growth in LEED construction and to easier, point to exponential growth in LEED construction and to easier, point to exponential growth in LEED construction and to easier, point to exponential growth in LEED construction and to easier, 
more affordable ways to gain FSC certification. more affordable ways to gain FSC certification. more affordable ways to gain FSC certification. 
In this session, a certifying group and two manufacturing In this session, a certifying group and two manufacturing In this session, a certifying group and two manufacturing In this session, a certifying group and two manufacturing In this session, a certifying group and two manufacturing 
project managers will share trends and lessons learned with project managers will share trends and lessons learned with project managers will share trends and lessons learned with project managers will share trends and lessons learned with project managers will share trends and lessons learned with 
the aim of advancing attendees’ ability to win LEED projects, the aim of advancing attendees’ ability to win LEED projects, the aim of advancing attendees’ ability to win LEED projects, the aim of advancing attendees’ ability to win LEED projects, 
save time, provide clear paperwork, and acquire affordable save time, provide clear paperwork, and acquire affordable save time, provide clear paperwork, and acquire affordable save time, provide clear paperwork, and acquire affordable 
certification. Learn how others are using FSC certification to certification. Learn how others are using FSC certification to certification. Learn how others are using FSC certification to certification. Learn how others are using FSC certification to 
gain additional LEED work and more easily document wood gain additional LEED work and more easily document wood gain additional LEED work and more easily document wood 
used in their products. Hear about FSC groups specifically for used in their products. Hear about FSC groups specifically for used in their products. Hear about FSC groups specifically for 
small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get small businesses to gain and maintain certification and get 
the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group the facts on the process and cost of working with a FSC group 
certification program. The group clarifies what entities are and certification program. The group clarifies what entities are and certification program. The group clarifies what entities are and 
are not required to be FSC by the USGBC and  what information is are not required to be FSC by the USGBC and  what information is are not required to be FSC by the USGBC and  what information is are not required to be FSC by the USGBC and  what information is 
typically requested for LEED and FSC material credits. typically requested for LEED and FSC material credits. typically requested for LEED and FSC material credits. typically requested for LEED and FSC material credits. 

TECHNIQUES & 
APPLICATIONS TRACK

SAFETY & 
ENVIRONMENT TRACK
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TH38
Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Developing a Written 
Workplace Safety Program

Don Evans, Safety 
Consultation & Training Section
Don Evans is a veteran with the training arm Don Evans is a veteran with the training arm Don Evans is a veteran with the training arm Don Evans is a veteran with the training arm 
of OSHA, and in this session he will focus on of OSHA, and in this session he will focus on 

the value of having a written program to guide all employees the value of having a written program to guide all employees the value of having a written program to guide all employees the value of having a written program to guide all employees 
concerning safety in the workplace. The material included will concerning safety in the workplace. The material included will concerning safety in the workplace. The material included will concerning safety in the workplace. The material included will 
address rights and assigning responsibilities; how to go about address rights and assigning responsibilities; how to go about address rights and assigning responsibilities; how to go about address rights and assigning responsibilities; how to go about address rights and assigning responsibilities; how to go about 
the identifying, analyzing and controlling of hazards; establishing the identifying, analyzing and controlling of hazards; establishing the identifying, analyzing and controlling of hazards; establishing the identifying, analyzing and controlling of hazards; establishing the identifying, analyzing and controlling of hazards; establishing 
a training program for employees; incident investigation and a training program for employees; incident investigation and 
reporting; enforcement and compliance; and establishing reporting; enforcement and compliance; and establishing 
safety committees. Attendees will engage in discussion about safety committees. Attendees will engage in discussion about safety committees. Attendees will engage in discussion about 
the value of safety in the workplace, the financial impacts and the value of safety in the workplace, the financial impacts and 
their current involvement in safety programs. Learn where to their current involvement in safety programs. Learn where to their current involvement in safety programs. Learn where to 
get state-specific information relevant to where your business get state-specific information relevant to where your business get state-specific information relevant to where your business get state-specific information relevant to where your business get state-specific information relevant to where your business get state-specific information relevant to where your business 
is located. This information will assist you in developing a is located. This information will assist you in developing a is located. This information will assist you in developing a is located. This information will assist you in developing a is located. This information will assist you in developing a is located. This information will assist you in developing a 
management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your management plan relevant to the safety concerns in your 
company. This is a FREE seminar but registration is required.company. This is a FREE seminar but registration is required.company. This is a FREE seminar but registration is required.

FR63
Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.

Operating a “Green” Plant

Madison Burt, Weima America
Brian Gilligan, Vanguard Inc.
Carl Spencer, Spencer Cabinetry
Moderator: Casey Bell, Bellmont Cabinet Co.
Three “green-conscious” companies offer perspectives on Three “green-conscious” companies offer perspectives on Three “green-conscious” companies offer perspectives on Three “green-conscious” companies offer perspectives on Three “green-conscious” companies offer perspectives on Three “green-conscious” companies offer perspectives on 
waste management applicable to shops small and large. Small waste management applicable to shops small and large. Small waste management applicable to shops small and large. Small waste management applicable to shops small and large. Small waste management applicable to shops small and large. Small waste management applicable to shops small and large. Small 
manufacturers can be competitive and efficient in their waste manufacturers can be competitive and efficient in their waste manufacturers can be competitive and efficient in their waste manufacturers can be competitive and efficient in their waste manufacturers can be competitive and efficient in their waste 
management despite a perceived disadvantage in scale. It starts management despite a perceived disadvantage in scale. It starts management despite a perceived disadvantage in scale. It starts management despite a perceived disadvantage in scale. It starts 
with how materials are ordered and deployed during production, with how materials are ordered and deployed during production, 
moves through scrap materials being recycled back into the moves through scrap materials being recycled back into the moves through scrap materials being recycled back into the moves through scrap materials being recycled back into the 
process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling process, to the potential for increasing revenues and recycling 
what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a what’s left to outside processors. Hear the particulars of a 
biomass combustion system, and how one company burns 70 biomass combustion system, and how one company burns 70 biomass combustion system, and how one company burns 70 biomass combustion system, and how one company burns 70 biomass combustion system, and how one company burns 70 
tons of scrap in a process free of emissions, carbon neutral tons of scrap in a process free of emissions, carbon neutral tons of scrap in a process free of emissions, carbon neutral tons of scrap in a process free of emissions, carbon neutral tons of scrap in a process free of emissions, carbon neutral tons of scrap in a process free of emissions, carbon neutral 
and saving about $15,000 a year in heating and land fill costs.  and saving about $15,000 a year in heating and land fill costs.  and saving about $15,000 a year in heating and land fill costs.  and saving about $15,000 a year in heating and land fill costs.  and saving about $15,000 a year in heating and land fill costs.  
Learn how this system differs from other types of wood burning Learn how this system differs from other types of wood burning Learn how this system differs from other types of wood burning Learn how this system differs from other types of wood burning Learn how this system differs from other types of wood burning Learn how this system differs from other types of wood burning 
and get the numbers to make your own cost savings analysis. and get the numbers to make your own cost savings analysis. and get the numbers to make your own cost savings analysis. 
Also covered are waste handling solutions for those producing Also covered are waste handling solutions for those producing Also covered are waste handling solutions for those producing 
20 cubic yards of waste per week of scrap or more. You’ll get a 20 cubic yards of waste per week of scrap or more. You’ll get a 20 cubic yards of waste per week of scrap or more. You’ll get a 20 cubic yards of waste per week of scrap or more. You’ll get a 20 cubic yards of waste per week of scrap or more. You’ll get a 
better understanding of the value of size reduction, learn how better understanding of the value of size reduction, learn how better understanding of the value of size reduction, learn how 
locating size reduction equipment properly saves time and how locating size reduction equipment properly saves time and how locating size reduction equipment properly saves time and how locating size reduction equipment properly saves time and how locating size reduction equipment properly saves time and how 
to determine what equipment is needed.to determine what equipment is needed.to determine what equipment is needed.to determine what equipment is needed.

TH42
Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.Thur, Jul 23, 3:30 – 5:00 p.m.
Process-Driven Projects 
with Industry Application

Ken Triplett, 
College of Southern Idaho 
Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of Professor Ken Triplett shares his process of 
design/build that begins with critical thinking design/build that begins with critical thinking design/build that begins with critical thinking design/build that begins with critical thinking 

and students playing the role of employees and clients. and students playing the role of employees and clients. 
Discussions on joinery, assembly, time, strength, availability Discussions on joinery, assembly, time, strength, availability Discussions on joinery, assembly, time, strength, availability 
of materials and hardware, cost and feasibility take place. of materials and hardware, cost and feasibility take place. of materials and hardware, cost and feasibility take place. of materials and hardware, cost and feasibility take place. of materials and hardware, cost and feasibility take place. 
Mock client meetings are held involving other students, Mock client meetings are held involving other students, Mock client meetings are held involving other students, Mock client meetings are held involving other students, 
industry people or staff colleagues and project information industry people or staff colleagues and project information industry people or staff colleagues and project information industry people or staff colleagues and project information 
is communicated. The builder student sketches, takes notes is communicated. The builder student sketches, takes notes is communicated. The builder student sketches, takes notes is communicated. The builder student sketches, takes notes 
and firms up key issues with the client, draws a three-view and firms up key issues with the client, draws a three-view and firms up key issues with the client, draws a three-view and firms up key issues with the client, draws a three-view 
drawing and determines a firm time-line and price. Other areas drawing and determines a firm time-line and price. Other areas 
covered are ordering materials, cut list, plan of procedure, finish covered are ordering materials, cut list, plan of procedure, finish covered are ordering materials, cut list, plan of procedure, finish 
techniques and more. Educators gain insight into involving a techniques and more. Educators gain insight into involving a techniques and more. Educators gain insight into involving a techniques and more. Educators gain insight into involving a 
variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class variety of skill sets in the making of projects to achieve class 
objectives and learn how to use a client/builder scenario to push objectives and learn how to use a client/builder scenario to push objectives and learn how to use a client/builder scenario to push objectives and learn how to use a client/builder scenario to push objectives and learn how to use a client/builder scenario to push objectives and learn how to use a client/builder scenario to push 
students out of their comfort zone. students out of their comfort zone. students out of their comfort zone. students out of their comfort zone. 

FR59
Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Implementing CNC 
Technology across Disciplines 

Randy Johnson, ShopBot Tools, Inc.
CNC routers provide teachers with an exceptional CNC routers provide teachers with an exceptional CNC routers provide teachers with an exceptional CNC routers provide teachers with an exceptional CNC routers provide teachers with an exceptional 
opportunity to engage students in learning opportunity to engage students in learning opportunity to engage students in learning opportunity to engage students in learning opportunity to engage students in learning 
activities across an array of disciplines including activities across an array of disciplines including activities across an array of disciplines including 

STEM, trade and career, computer design and programming, STEM, trade and career, computer design and programming, STEM, trade and career, computer design and programming, STEM, trade and career, computer design and programming, STEM, trade and career, computer design and programming, 
graphic design and more. Randy covers an array of useful CNC graphic design and more. Randy covers an array of useful CNC graphic design and more. Randy covers an array of useful CNC graphic design and more. Randy covers an array of useful CNC 
techniques, projects and teaching options that help shorten techniques, projects and teaching options that help shorten techniques, projects and teaching options that help shorten 
the learning curve for teachers and students. The knowledge the learning curve for teachers and students. The knowledge the learning curve for teachers and students. The knowledge 
gained can be used for CNC curriculum development as well as gained can be used for CNC curriculum development as well as gained can be used for CNC curriculum development as well as 
proposal points when working with administrators and parents. proposal points when working with administrators and parents. proposal points when working with administrators and parents. 
The seminar draws on Randy’s broad experience in working with The seminar draws on Randy’s broad experience in working with The seminar draws on Randy’s broad experience in working with 
teachers and CNC businesses across the U.S. Those attending teachers and CNC businesses across the U.S. Those attending teachers and CNC businesses across the U.S. Those attending 
gain awareness of the educational value of CNC technology gain awareness of the educational value of CNC technology gain awareness of the educational value of CNC technology gain awareness of the educational value of CNC technology gain awareness of the educational value of CNC technology 
and its broad value to both academic and career education. and its broad value to both academic and career education. and its broad value to both academic and career education. 
Attendees will receive detailed information on how to use a CNC Attendees will receive detailed information on how to use a CNC Attendees will receive detailed information on how to use a CNC 
to cut and shape a variety of materials including wood, plastics to cut and shape a variety of materials including wood, plastics to cut and shape a variety of materials including wood, plastics 
and aluminum as well as a resource list of CNC-related material and aluminum as well as a resource list of CNC-related material 
suppliers, project plans and training materials.suppliers, project plans and training materials.suppliers, project plans and training materials.suppliers, project plans and training materials.suppliers, project plans and training materials.suppliers, project plans and training materials.

FR62
Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.Fri, Jul 24, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m.
Preparing students for Industry

Ken Triplett, 
College of Southern Idaho
Industry wants a work ready employee. What Industry wants a work ready employee. What 
is the scope of preparation that can be asked is the scope of preparation that can be asked is the scope of preparation that can be asked is the scope of preparation that can be asked 

of educators? In this session, Ken shares a spectrum of of educators? In this session, Ken shares a spectrum of of educators? In this session, Ken shares a spectrum of of educators? In this session, Ken shares a spectrum of of educators? In this session, Ken shares a spectrum of 
information to create work-ready  employees any company information to create work-ready  employees any company information to create work-ready  employees any company information to create work-ready  employees any company information to create work-ready  employees any company information to create work-ready  employees any company 
would be pleased to hire. Ken covers the “soft skills” of how to would be pleased to hire. Ken covers the “soft skills” of how to would be pleased to hire. Ken covers the “soft skills” of how to 
work, punctuality, ethical concerns and business orientation. work, punctuality, ethical concerns and business orientation. work, punctuality, ethical concerns and business orientation. work, punctuality, ethical concerns and business orientation. 
He explores creating awareness of industry standards and He explores creating awareness of industry standards and He explores creating awareness of industry standards and 
growing trends and he delineates the types of classes directed growing trends and he delineates the types of classes directed growing trends and he delineates the types of classes directed 
to specific skills. Students can be shown how to function as a to specific skills. Students can be shown how to function as a 
team member, how to develop their skills, cultivate relationships team member, how to develop their skills, cultivate relationships team member, how to develop their skills, cultivate relationships 
and act appropriately in various situations such as with a client, and act appropriately in various situations such as with a client, and act appropriately in various situations such as with a client, and act appropriately in various situations such as with a client, and act appropriately in various situations such as with a client, 
supervisor or in the workplace. Ken addresses job shadowing and supervisor or in the workplace. Ken addresses job shadowing and supervisor or in the workplace. Ken addresses job shadowing and supervisor or in the workplace. Ken addresses job shadowing and supervisor or in the workplace. Ken addresses job shadowing and 
provides examples of industry jobs as he helps students develop provides examples of industry jobs as he helps students develop 
their portfolio of work. He discusses industry expectations as their portfolio of work. He discusses industry expectations as their portfolio of work. He discusses industry expectations as their portfolio of work. He discusses industry expectations as 
well as imparts how educators can get better participation and well as imparts how educators can get better participation and well as imparts how educators can get better participation and well as imparts how educators can get better participation and well as imparts how educators can get better participation and well as imparts how educators can get better participation and 
direction from industry partners. He shares his structure on how direction from industry partners. He shares his structure on how direction from industry partners. He shares his structure on how 
to implement these ideas in the classroom to develop desirable to implement these ideas in the classroom to develop desirable 
potential employees.potential employees.

SA76
Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.Sat, Jul 25, 9:00 – 10:30 a.m.
Making Industry-Education 
Partnerships a Reality 

Tim Kistler, Peyton School District
Dean Mattson, Peyton School District
Moderator: Duane Griffiths, 
Stiles Machinery, Inc.
Properly and successfully teaching young people wood Properly and successfully teaching young people wood Properly and successfully teaching young people wood Properly and successfully teaching young people wood 
products manufacturing often requires help that the school products manufacturing often requires help that the school products manufacturing often requires help that the school 
system cannot offer.  The key is the combining of business, system cannot offer.  The key is the combining of business, system cannot offer.  The key is the combining of business, system cannot offer.  The key is the combining of business, 
selling and marketing strategies with teaching skills.  This selling and marketing strategies with teaching skills.  This 
seminar will enlighten you to strategically create and seminar will enlighten you to strategically create and seminar will enlighten you to strategically create and 
implement a comprehensive plan that will benefit students, implement a comprehensive plan that will benefit students, 
the education sector and the business community for wood the education sector and the business community for wood the education sector and the business community for wood the education sector and the business community for wood 
products manufacturing and related industries. Educators will products manufacturing and related industries. Educators will 
be encouraged to reevaluate their programs and strategically be encouraged to reevaluate their programs and strategically be encouraged to reevaluate their programs and strategically 
determine what industry partnerships their programs need to determine what industry partnerships their programs need to determine what industry partnerships their programs need to 
meet courses objectives. You will get ideas for establishing a meet courses objectives. You will get ideas for establishing a meet courses objectives. You will get ideas for establishing a meet courses objectives. You will get ideas for establishing a meet courses objectives. You will get ideas for establishing a 
partnership model with industry that allows a positive outcome partnership model with industry that allows a positive outcome partnership model with industry that allows a positive outcome 
for both parties in today’s business and education marketplaces, for both parties in today’s business and education marketplaces, for both parties in today’s business and education marketplaces, 
and learn how, once a partnership is established, to continue to and learn how, once a partnership is established, to continue to and learn how, once a partnership is established, to continue to 
nurture and grow the relationship.nurture and grow the relationship.nurture and grow the relationship.nurture and grow the relationship.
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3A Composites USA Inc.3A Composites USA Inc.
3-D Fasteners Plus inc.3-D Fasteners Plus inc.3-D Fasteners Plus inc.
3M Company3M Company
5K Orman Urn. Mob. San. ve Tic A.S.5K Orman Urn. Mob. San. ve Tic A.S.5K Orman Urn. Mob. San. ve Tic A.S.

A&M HardwareA&M Hardware
A.A.C. Forearm Forklift, IncA.A.C. Forearm Forklift, Inc
Accoya by Accys TechnologiesAccoya by Accys Technologies
Accurate TechnologyAccurate Technology
Accuride Int’lAccuride Int’l
AcromaProAcromaProAcromaPro
Adwood CorporationAdwood Corporation
Air & Water Systems, LLCAir & Water Systems, LLCAir & Water Systems, LLC
AirVantage ToolsAirVantage Tools
Akzo Nobel
All*Star Adhesive Products Inc.All*Star Adhesive Products Inc.All*Star Adhesive Products Inc.
Allmoxy, LLCAllmoxy, LLCAllmoxy, LLC
Alpha-Brush APSAlpha-Brush APS
Amana Tool CorporationAmana Tool Corporation
American Association of WoodturnersAmerican Association of WoodturnersAmerican Association of WoodturnersAmerican Association of WoodturnersAmerican Association of Woodturners
American Fabric Filter Co.American Fabric Filter Co.
American FenceAmerican Fence
American Laminates American Laminates American Laminates American Laminates 
AMW International Co., Ltd.AMW International Co., Ltd.AMW International Co., Ltd.AMW International Co., Ltd.
Anderson Group AmericaAnderson Group AmericaAnderson Group AmericaAnderson Group America
Anderson International TradingAnderson International Trading
ANEST IWATA USA, IncANEST IWATA USA, Inc
APEX/ SlipconAPEX/ SlipconAPEX/ Slipcon
Apollo Sprayers International, Inc.Apollo Sprayers International, Inc.
Arauco North AmericaArauco North America
Ardis OptimizationArdis Optimization
Arminius Tooling, Inc.Arminius Tooling, Inc.
Arrow ToolingArrow Tooling
Atlas Copco Compressors LLCAtlas Copco Compressors LLCAtlas Copco Compressors LLC
Axiom Industries Inc.Axiom Industries Inc.Axiom Industries Inc.

Bad Dog ToolsBad Dog Tools
Bainbridge Mfg. Inc.Bainbridge Mfg. Inc.
Baker ProductsBaker Products
Balboa CapitalBalboa Capital
Baldor Electric CompanyBaldor Electric CompanyBaldor Electric Company
Banks Hardwoods, Inc.Banks Hardwoods, Inc.
BauschLinnemann North America, Inc.BauschLinnemann North America, Inc.
Becker Pumps Corp.Becker Pumps Corp.
Benz IncorporatedBenz Incorporated
Bessey Tools North AmericaBessey Tools North America
Better Vacuum CupsBetter Vacuum Cups
Biesse AmericaBiesse America
Biesse AmericaBiesse AmericaBiesse America
Big C: Dino-Lite ScopesBig C: Dino-Lite Scopes
BIGonDRY s.r.l.BIGonDRY s.r.l.
Bin Yuann Firstline Industrial Corp.Bin Yuann Firstline Industrial Corp.
Black Bros. Co.Black Bros. Co.Black Bros. Co.
Blum, Inc.Blum, Inc.Blum, Inc.
Boise Cascade CompanyBoise Cascade CompanyBoise Cascade CompanyBoise Cascade Company
Boss Products, LLCBoss Products, LLC
Box On DemandBox On Demand
Brookhuis America, Inc.Brookhuis America, Inc.
Busch Vacuum Pumps & SystemsBusch Vacuum Pumps & Systems
Byrd Tool CorpByrd Tool CorpByrd Tool Corp

C.A. TechnologiesC.A. TechnologiesC.A. TechnologiesC.A. Technologies
C.R. Onsrud, Inc.C.R. Onsrud, Inc.C.R. Onsrud, Inc.C.R. Onsrud, Inc.
Cabinet OutsourceCabinet Outsource
Cabinet ProCabinet ProCabinet Pro
CabinetMaker+FDMCabinetMaker+FDMCabinetMaker+FDMCabinetMaker+FDM
CabParts, Inc.CabParts, Inc.CabParts, Inc.
Calculated IndustriesCalculated IndustriesCalculated IndustriesCalculated IndustriesCalculated Industries
California Dowel & Turnings, Inc.California Dowel & Turnings, Inc.California Dowel & Turnings, Inc.California Dowel & Turnings, Inc.California Dowel & Turnings, Inc.
Cantek America Inc.Cantek America Inc.Cantek America Inc.
Capella Hardware CompanyCapella Hardware Company
Casadei-BusellatoCasadei-Busellato
Castle, Inc.Castle, Inc.
Cefla North America, Inc.Cefla North America, Inc.Cefla North America, Inc.
Cemar Electro, Inc.Cemar Electro, Inc.Cemar Electro, Inc.
CET ColorCET ColorCET ColorCET Color
Champion PnuematicChampion Pnuematic
Charles G.G. Schmidt & Co. Inc.Charles G.G. Schmidt & Co. Inc.Charles G.G. Schmidt & Co. Inc.Charles G.G. Schmidt & Co. Inc.
Cimarron DrawerCimarron DrawerCimarron DrawerCimarron Drawer
CIM-Tech.com, Inc.CIM-Tech.com, Inc.
CMS North America, Inc.CMS North America, Inc.
CMT USA, Inc.CMT USA, Inc.
Collins CompaniesCollins CompaniesCollins Companies
Colonial Saw Company, Inc.Colonial Saw Company, Inc.Colonial Saw Company, Inc.
Composite Panel AssociationComposite Panel AssociationComposite Panel Association
CompX International Inc.CompX International Inc.CompX International Inc.CompX International Inc.
ComSurge Tooling, Inc.ComSurge Tooling, Inc.ComSurge Tooling, Inc.
Comtrad SourcingComtrad SourcingComtrad Sourcing
Conquest Industries Inc.Conquest Industries Inc.Conquest Industries Inc.Conquest Industries Inc.Conquest Industries Inc.Conquest Industries Inc.
Costa SandersCosta SandersCosta Sanders
CSE Automation LLCCSE Automation LLC
CTD Machines, Inc.CTD Machines, Inc.CTD Machines, Inc.
Custom Accents/HandiSolutionsCustom Accents/HandiSolutionsCustom Accents/HandiSolutions
Cut N Crown, Inc.Cut N Crown, Inc.Cut N Crown, Inc.
Cutco Business GiftsCutco Business GiftsCutco Business Gifts
Cycan IndustriesCycan Industries

DAMSTOMDAMSTOM
Danver Stainless Outdoor KitchensDanver Stainless Outdoor KitchensDanver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens
Daubert Chemical CompanyDaubert Chemical CompanyDaubert Chemical Company
Decore-ative SpecialtiesDecore-ative Specialties
Dekker Vacuum Technologies, Inc.Dekker Vacuum Technologies, Inc.
Delcam ArtCamDelcam ArtCamDelcam ArtCam
Delmhorst Instrument Co.Delmhorst Instrument Co.Delmhorst Instrument Co.
Denray Machine, Inc.Denray Machine, Inc.
Desicor-Industrias, S.A.Desicor-Industrias, S.A.Desicor-Industrias, S.A.
Dirig Design (Advanced Dimensions.com)Dirig Design (Advanced Dimensions.com)
Dixon Enterprises, Inc.Dixon Enterprises, Inc.Dixon Enterprises, Inc.Dixon Enterprises, Inc.
Docking DrawerDocking DrawerDocking Drawer
Dodds Company, AlexanderDodds Company, AlexanderDodds Company, Alexander
Doellken-WoodtapeDoellken-Woodtape
Donaldson Company, IncDonaldson Company, IncDonaldson Company, Inc
Dongguan Junzhi Automation Machinery Co., Ltd.Dongguan Junzhi Automation Machinery Co., Ltd.Dongguan Junzhi Automation Machinery Co., Ltd.Dongguan Junzhi Automation Machinery Co., Ltd.
Doringer Cold SawsDoringer Cold SawsDoringer Cold Saws
Doucet Machineries, Inc.Doucet Machineries, Inc.Doucet Machineries, Inc.Doucet Machineries, Inc.
Doug Mockett & Company, IncDoug Mockett & Company, IncDoug Mockett & Company, Inc
Drawer Box Specialties, Inc.Drawer Box Specialties, Inc.
Drawer Connection, Inc.Drawer Connection, Inc.Drawer Connection, Inc.
DSCO Industrial MachineryDSCO Industrial MachineryDSCO Industrial Machinery
Dubois Equipment Company, Inc.Dubois Equipment Company, Inc.Dubois Equipment Company, Inc.Dubois Equipment Company, Inc.
Dust Collection by Bratton’s, Inc.Dust Collection by Bratton’s, Inc.Dust Collection by Bratton’s, Inc.

E.B. Bradley Co.E.B. Bradley Co.E.B. Bradley Co.E.B. Bradley Co.E.B. Bradley Co.
Eagle Mouldings, Inc.Eagle Mouldings, Inc.
EAM-Mosca Corp.EAM-Mosca Corp.EAM-Mosca Corp.EAM-Mosca Corp.
Earlex, IncEarlex, IncEarlex, Inc
Ecogate, Inc.Ecogate, Inc.Ecogate, Inc.Ecogate, Inc.
Edwards Storage SystemEdwards Storage SystemEdwards Storage System
Elias WoodworkElias WoodworkElias Woodwork
Elmo RietschleElmo RietschleElmo RietschleElmo Rietschle
Epilog Laser CorporationEpilog Laser CorporationEpilog Laser CorporationEpilog Laser CorporationEpilog Laser Corporation
Equipment, Ltd.Equipment, Ltd.Equipment, Ltd.Equipment, Ltd.Equipment, Ltd.
ESIESIESI
ETemplate SystemsETemplate Systems
Eurosoft Inc.Eurosoft Inc.
Eurovinyl Plus USAEurovinyl Plus USAEurovinyl Plus USA
Ex-Factory Inc.Ex-Factory Inc.Ex-Factory Inc.
Eze-Lap Diamond ProductsEze-Lap Diamond ProductsEze-Lap Diamond Products

Fagor Automation CorporationFagor Automation CorporationFagor Automation Corporation
FastenlinkFastenlink
Felder USAFelder USA
Ferrari America, Inc.Ferrari America, Inc.Ferrari America, Inc.Ferrari America, Inc.
Festool USAFestool USAFestool USA
FIAMAFIAMAFIAMAFIAMA
Finishing Brands (Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)Finishing Brands (Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)Finishing Brands (Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)Finishing Brands (Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)Finishing Brands (Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)Finishing Brands (Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)
Flamex, Inc.Flamex, Inc.
FlexArm Inc.FlexArm Inc.FlexArm Inc.
Flexaust CompanyFlexaust CompanyFlexaust Company
Flex-Trim, U.S. Inc.Flex-Trim, U.S. Inc.Flex-Trim, U.S. Inc.Flex-Trim, U.S. Inc.
FormWood Industries Inc.FormWood Industries Inc.FormWood Industries Inc.FormWood Industries Inc.
Foshan Qianyue Trading Co., Ltd.Foshan Qianyue Trading Co., Ltd.Foshan Qianyue Trading Co., Ltd.Foshan Qianyue Trading Co., Ltd.Foshan Qianyue Trading Co., Ltd.
FRAMA-TECH Inc.FRAMA-TECH Inc.
Franklin Adhesives & PolymersFranklin Adhesives & PolymersFranklin Adhesives & PolymersFranklin Adhesives & PolymersFranklin Adhesives & Polymers
Franklin InternationalFranklin InternationalFranklin International
Franmar Chemical, Inc.Franmar Chemical, Inc.Franmar Chemical, Inc.Franmar Chemical, Inc.
Freeborn Tool Co.Freeborn Tool Co.Freeborn Tool Co.
Freedom Machine ToolFreedom Machine Tool
Freud America Inc.Freud America Inc.Freud America Inc.Freud America Inc.
Friedman CorporationFriedman CorporationFriedman Corporation
FS Tool CorporationFS Tool CorporationFS Tool CorporationFS Tool Corporation

Gemini IndustriesGemini IndustriesGemini Industries
General FinishesGeneral Finishes
General International  MFG CO LTDGeneral International  MFG CO LTDGeneral International  MFG CO LTD
General Tools & InstrumentsGeneral Tools & InstrumentsGeneral Tools & Instruments
Giardina Finishing SystemsGiardina Finishing Systems
Giben America, Inc.Giben America, Inc.
Giordano ColomboGiordano Colombo
Gislaved Folie ABGislaved Folie AB
GIZIR Ahsap Insaat Turizm San. Tic. A.S.GIZIR Ahsap Insaat Turizm San. Tic. A.S.GIZIR Ahsap Insaat Turizm San. Tic. A.S.GIZIR Ahsap Insaat Turizm San. Tic. A.S.
Glacial Wood Products Inc.Glacial Wood Products Inc.Glacial Wood Products Inc.Glacial Wood Products Inc.Glacial Wood Products Inc.Glacial Wood Products Inc.
Global Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing SolutionsGlobal Finishing Solutions
Global Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLCGlobal Sales Group, LLC
Global Shop SolutionsGlobal Shop SolutionsGlobal Shop SolutionsGlobal Shop Solutions
Goff’s EnterprisesGoff’s EnterprisesGoff’s Enterprises
Graco, Inc.Graco, Inc.Graco, Inc.
Grasche USA IncGrasche USA Inc
Grass America Inc.Grass America Inc.
Great Lakes Custom Tool MFG., Inc.Great Lakes Custom Tool MFG., Inc.Great Lakes Custom Tool MFG., Inc.
GreCon, Inc.GreCon, Inc.
Greenlam America, Inc.Greenlam America, Inc.
GREX Power ToolsGREX Power Tools
Grupo Alvic/Lioher EnterpriseGrupo Alvic/Lioher Enterprise
GUHDO USA, Inc.GUHDO USA, Inc.
Gyokucho Trading Co., Ltd.Gyokucho Trading Co., Ltd.Gyokucho Trading Co., Ltd.

H.M.T. Manufacturing IncH.M.T. Manufacturing Inc
H+H System, Inc.H+H System, Inc.H+H System, Inc.
H3D Tool Corp.H3D Tool Corp.
HafcoVacHafcoVacHafcoVac
Hafele America Co.Hafele America Co.
Hans Weber Sales & Service Corp.Hans Weber Sales & Service Corp.Hans Weber Sales & Service Corp.Hans Weber Sales & Service Corp.
Hardware Concepts, Inc.Hardware Concepts, Inc.Hardware Concepts, Inc.Hardware Concepts, Inc.
Hardware ResourcesHardware ResourcesHardware Resources
Hardware ResourcesHardware ResourcesHardware Resources
Hardwoods Specialty ProductsHardwoods Specialty Products
HengCheng ToolsHengCheng Tools
Henkel CorporationHenkel CorporationHenkel Corporation
Hettich America L.P.Hettich America L.P.
Hi-Tech DuraventHi-Tech Duravent
Hoffmann Machine Company Inc.Hoffmann Machine Company Inc.Hoffmann Machine Company Inc.
Horizon Wood ProductsHorizon Wood ProductsHorizon Wood ProductsHorizon Wood Products
HSD USA Inc.HSD USA Inc.HSD USA Inc.
Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.Huanyu Hose Co., Ltd.

IASHEPIASHEP
IMA America Corp.IMA America Corp.IMA America Corp.IMA America Corp.IMA America Corp.
ImpekkImpekkImpekk
IMS USAIMS USAIMS USA
In Touch ToolsIn Touch ToolsIn Touch ToolsIn Touch Tools
Indiana Architectural PlywoodIndiana Architectural PlywoodIndiana Architectural PlywoodIndiana Architectural PlywoodIndiana Architectural Plywood
Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)Industrial Molded Rubber Products (IMR)
Industrial Timber & LumberIndustrial Timber & LumberIndustrial Timber & LumberIndustrial Timber & LumberIndustrial Timber & LumberIndustrial Timber & Lumber
Ingersoll RandIngersoll RandIngersoll RandIngersoll Rand
Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.Integra Adhesives USA, Inc.
International Saw & Knife Assoc.International Saw & Knife Assoc.International Saw & Knife Assoc.International Saw & Knife Assoc.International Saw & Knife Assoc.
International Woodworking Fair, LLC (IWF)International Woodworking Fair, LLC (IWF)International Woodworking Fair, LLC (IWF)International Woodworking Fair, LLC (IWF)International Woodworking Fair, LLC (IWF)
Invis by LamelloInvis by LamelloInvis by Lamello
Italpresse USA, Inc.Italpresse USA, Inc.Italpresse USA, Inc.

James L. Taylor Manufacturing Co.James L. Taylor Manufacturing Co.
Jowat CorporationJowat Corporation
Joy Hardware Ind. Co., Ltd. / THETW Co., Ltd.Joy Hardware Ind. Co., Ltd. / THETW Co., Ltd.Joy Hardware Ind. Co., Ltd. / THETW Co., Ltd.Joy Hardware Ind. Co., Ltd. / THETW Co., Ltd.Joy Hardware Ind. Co., Ltd. / THETW Co., Ltd.

Kaeser Compressors, Inc.Kaeser Compressors, Inc.
Kamps HardwoodsKamps HardwoodsKamps HardwoodsKamps Hardwoods
KB DuctKB DuctKB Duct
KCD SoftwareKCD SoftwareKCD SoftwareKCD Software
Keller & Co.Keller & Co.Keller & Co.
Kemp Hardware & SupplyKemp Hardware & SupplyKemp Hardware & Supply
Kerfkore CompanyKerfkore Company
Kern Laser SystemsKern Laser SystemsKern Laser Systems
Keytrix Data Systems, Inc.Keytrix Data Systems, Inc.Keytrix Data Systems, Inc.
King Plastic CorporationKing Plastic CorporationKing Plastic CorporationKing Plastic Corporation
King Slide Works Co., LtdKing Slide Works Co., LtdKing Slide Works Co., LtdKing Slide Works Co., Ltd
Kleiberit Adhesives USA, Inc.Kleiberit Adhesives USA, Inc.Kleiberit Adhesives USA, Inc.
Klingspor Abrasives, Inc.Klingspor Abrasives, Inc.Klingspor Abrasives, Inc.
Knape & Vogt MFG. CO.Knape & Vogt MFG. CO.Knape & Vogt MFG. CO.
Koch Machinery & SystemsKoch Machinery & SystemsKoch Machinery & SystemsKoch Machinery & Systems
Komo Machine, Inc.Komo Machine, Inc.
Koppe Timber Trading GmbHKoppe Timber Trading GmbH
Krautzberger North AmericaKrautzberger North AmericaKrautzberger North AmericaKrautzberger North AmericaKrautzberger North America
Kremlin Rexson- EXEL North America Inc.Kremlin Rexson- EXEL North America Inc.Kremlin Rexson- EXEL North America Inc.Kremlin Rexson- EXEL North America Inc.Kremlin Rexson- EXEL North America Inc.
Kubor Machine USAKubor Machine USA
Kval, Inc.Kval, Inc.

Interested in exhibiting at AWFS Fair? Contact Amy Bartz at +1 323.315.0302 or amy@awfs.org
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Boise Cascade CompanyBoise Cascade CompanyBoise Cascade Company
Boss Products, LLCBoss Products, LLC

Brookhuis America, Inc.Brookhuis America, Inc.
Busch Vacuum Pumps & SystemsBusch Vacuum Pumps & SystemsBusch Vacuum Pumps & Systems
Byrd Tool Corp

Dubois Equipment Company, Inc.
Dust Collection by Bratton’s, Inc.Dust Collection by Bratton’s, Inc.Dust Collection by Bratton’s, Inc.
Dynabrade, Inc.Dynabrade, Inc.
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Laguna Tools Inc.Laguna Tools Inc.Laguna Tools Inc.Laguna Tools Inc.
Lans Compressors Lans Compressors Lans Compressors Lans Compressors 
Larick Machinery Inc.Larick Machinery Inc.Larick Machinery Inc.
Laser Products Industries, Inc.Laser Products Industries, Inc.Laser Products Industries, Inc.
Leasing Resources Inc.Leasing Resources Inc.
Lee Valley & Veritas ToolsLee Valley & Veritas ToolsLee Valley & Veritas Tools
Lee’s Decorative ShowcaseLee’s Decorative ShowcaseLee’s Decorative Showcase
Legacy Woodworking  MachineryLegacy Woodworking  MachineryLegacy Woodworking  MachineryLegacy Woodworking  Machinery
Leitz Tooling Systems LPLeitz Tooling Systems LPLeitz Tooling Systems LP
LEUCO Precision Tool SystemsLEUCO Precision Tool Systems
Ligna DecorLigna Decor
Lignomat USA Ltd.Lignomat USA Ltd.Lignomat USA Ltd.
Linden Publishing, Inc.Linden Publishing, Inc.Linden Publishing, Inc.Linden Publishing, Inc.
LMT OnsrudLMT Onsrud
LOCKDOWEL, Inc.LOCKDOWEL, Inc.
Loewer/ MillSpec MachineLoewer/ MillSpec MachineLoewer/ MillSpec MachineLoewer/ MillSpec MachineLoewer/ MillSpec Machine
Lucky Star Wood Industry LimitedLucky Star Wood Industry LimitedLucky Star Wood Industry LimitedLucky Star Wood Industry Limited

M. Bohlke Veneer CorpM. Bohlke Veneer Corp
M.L. CampbellM.L. CampbellM.L. Campbell
Machine Tool CampMachine Tool CampMachine Tool Camp
MachineryMax.comMachineryMax.comMachineryMax.com
Maggi TechnologyMaggi TechnologyMaggi Technology
Martin Woodworking Machines Corp.Martin Woodworking Machines Corp.Martin Woodworking Machines Corp.Martin Woodworking Machines Corp.
Massaging Insoles by Wavewalkers, Ltd.Massaging Insoles by Wavewalkers, Ltd.Massaging Insoles by Wavewalkers, Ltd.Massaging Insoles by Wavewalkers, Ltd.Massaging Insoles by Wavewalkers, Ltd.
Master Magnetics Inc.Master Magnetics Inc.Master Magnetics Inc.Master Magnetics Inc.Master Magnetics Inc.
Mastercam/ CNC Software Inc.Mastercam/ CNC Software Inc.Mastercam/ CNC Software Inc.Mastercam/ CNC Software Inc.Mastercam/ CNC Software Inc.
Masterduct, Inc.Masterduct, Inc.Masterduct, Inc.
Masterwood SPAMasterwood SPAMasterwood SPAMasterwood SPAMasterwood SPA
MB Maschinenbau GmbHMB Maschinenbau GmbHMB Maschinenbau GmbH
Mereen-Johnson LLCMereen-Johnson LLCMereen-Johnson LLC
Michael Weinig, Inc./ HOLZ-HER US, Inc.Michael Weinig, Inc./ HOLZ-HER US, Inc.Michael Weinig, Inc./ HOLZ-HER US, Inc.
Micro Jig, Inc.Micro Jig, Inc.Micro Jig, Inc.Micro Jig, Inc.Micro Jig, Inc.
Microvellum, Inc.Microvellum, Inc.Microvellum, Inc.Microvellum, Inc.
Midwest Hardwood CorporationMidwest Hardwood CorporationMidwest Hardwood CorporationMidwest Hardwood CorporationMidwest Hardwood Corporation
MILESI Wood CoatingsMILESI Wood Coatings
Milspec IndustriesMilspec Industries
Misenheimer Inc.Misenheimer Inc.Misenheimer Inc.
MJB Wood Group, Inc.MJB Wood Group, Inc.MJB Wood Group, Inc.MJB Wood Group, Inc.
MKT USAMKT USAMKT USA
Mohawk Finishing ProductsMohawk Finishing ProductsMohawk Finishing Products
Moldow A/SMoldow A/SMoldow A/S
Mozaik Software, Inc.Mozaik Software, Inc.Mozaik Software, Inc.Mozaik Software, Inc.Mozaik Software, Inc.Mozaik Software, Inc.
MultiCam, Inc.MultiCam, Inc.MultiCam, Inc.
Murphy CompanyMurphy CompanyMurphy Company

N.R. Murphy Ltd.N.R. Murphy Ltd.N.R. Murphy Ltd.
NAP GLADUNAP GLADU
NBMDA/No. American Building Material DistributionNBMDA/No. American Building Material DistributionNBMDA/No. American Building Material DistributionNBMDA/No. American Building Material Distribution
Nederman LLCNederman LLCNederman LLC
NEMINEMI
Next Wave Automation-CNC SharkNext Wave Automation-CNC SharkNext Wave Automation-CNC Shark
Niles Teknoloji San. Ve Tic. Ltd. STINiles Teknoloji San. Ve Tic. Ltd. STINiles Teknoloji San. Ve Tic. Ltd. STI
Nordfab DuctingNordfab DuctingNordfab Ducting
Nordson CorporationNordson Corporation
Nortec SystemsNortec Systems
Northern ApexNorthern Apex
Northern ContoursNorthern ContoursNorthern Contours
Northland CorporationNorthland CorporationNorthland Corporation
Northwest HardwoodsNorthwest Hardwoods
Northwood Machine Manufacturing CoNorthwood Machine Manufacturing CoNorthwood Machine Manufacturing Co
Norton (Saint Gobain) AbrasivesNorton (Saint Gobain) AbrasivesNorton (Saint Gobain) Abrasives
Nyle SystemsNyle SystemsNyle Systems

O2 FiltrationO2 FiltrationO2 Filtration
Ogden Group, Inc.Ogden Group, Inc.Ogden Group, Inc.Ogden Group, Inc.
Oliver Machinery/ Brother Membrane PressOliver Machinery/ Brother Membrane PressOliver Machinery/ Brother Membrane PressOliver Machinery/ Brother Membrane Press
Olon Industries Inc.Olon Industries Inc.
Olympus Lock, IncOlympus Lock, IncOlympus Lock, Inc
Oneida Air SystemsOneida Air SystemsOneida Air SystemsOneida Air Systems
Opti-Sand IncorporatedOpti-Sand IncorporatedOpti-Sand IncorporatedOpti-Sand Incorporated
Original Saw CompanyOriginal Saw CompanyOriginal Saw CompanyOriginal Saw Company
OSAI-USA, CNC & Automation ControlsOSAI-USA, CNC & Automation ControlsOSAI-USA, CNC & Automation ControlsOSAI-USA, CNC & Automation Controls
Osborne Wood Products, Inc.Osborne Wood Products, Inc.
OSHA FederalOSHA Federal
Outwater Plastics Industries Inc.Outwater Plastics Industries Inc.Outwater Plastics Industries Inc.
Ovvo SolutionsOvvo SolutionsOvvo Solutions

Pacific Coast TeakPacific Coast TeakPacific Coast Teak
Packsize Corp.Packsize Corp.Packsize Corp.
Pallmann Industries, Inc.Pallmann Industries, Inc.Pallmann Industries, Inc.Pallmann Industries, Inc.Pallmann Industries, Inc.
PanefriPanefri
Panel Buddies.com (DBA) Midcoast Mfg & Supply LLCPanel Buddies.com (DBA) Midcoast Mfg & Supply LLC
Panel Processing, Inc.Panel Processing, Inc.Panel Processing, Inc.Panel Processing, Inc.
Patrick Industries, Inc.Patrick Industries, Inc.Patrick Industries, Inc.
Peerless Saw CompanyPeerless Saw CompanyPeerless Saw CompanyPeerless Saw Company
Pillar MachinePillar Machine
Planit SolutionsPlanit SolutionsPlanit Solutions
Plum Creek ManufacturingPlum Creek ManufacturingPlum Creek ManufacturingPlum Creek ManufacturingPlum Creek Manufacturing
Plummer Forest ProductsPlummer Forest ProductsPlummer Forest ProductsPlummer Forest Products
PMK Machinery, LLCPMK Machinery, LLCPMK Machinery, LLC
Poettker USAPoettker USAPoettker USAPoettker USA
Pollmeier Inc.Pollmeier Inc.Pollmeier Inc.Pollmeier Inc.Pollmeier Inc.
Polybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood IndustriesPolybak by Richwood Industries
Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.Popular Machinery & Tools, Inc.
Precision CasewerkPrecision CasewerkPrecision CasewerkPrecision CasewerkPrecision Casewerk
Precision Drive SystemsPrecision Drive SystemsPrecision Drive SystemsPrecision Drive Systems
Premier EurocasePremier EurocasePremier Eurocase
Prona Tools, Inc.Prona Tools, Inc.
Putsch & Company, Inc.Putsch & Company, Inc.Putsch & Company, Inc.

Quail Leasing Corp.Quail Leasing Corp.Quail Leasing Corp.
Quart International Company LimitedQuart International Company LimitedQuart International Company LimitedQuart International Company LimitedQuart International Company Limited
Quick Machinery CompanyQuick Machinery CompanyQuick Machinery Company
QuickScrews International CorporationQuickScrews International CorporationQuickScrews International Corporation
Quietaire Cooling Inc.Quietaire Cooling Inc.Quietaire Cooling Inc.Quietaire Cooling Inc.

RAPTOR Plastic Nails & StaplesRAPTOR Plastic Nails & StaplesRAPTOR Plastic Nails & Staples
RazorGage, Technical Services, IncRazorGage, Technical Services, IncRazorGage, Technical Services, Inc
Renner Wood CoatingsRenner Wood CoatingsRenner Wood Coatings
Rev-A-Shelf LLCRev-A-Shelf LLCRev-A-Shelf LLC
Rich Power Hardware Company LimitedRich Power Hardware Company LimitedRich Power Hardware Company LimitedRich Power Hardware Company Limited
Rikon Power ToolsRikon Power Tools
Rite-Tech Industrial Co., Ltd.Rite-Tech Industrial Co., Ltd.Rite-Tech Industrial Co., Ltd.
Riverside Tool Corp.Riverside Tool Corp.Riverside Tool Corp.
Robert Bosch Tools CorporationRobert Bosch Tools CorporationRobert Bosch Tools CorporationRobert Bosch Tools CorporationRobert Bosch Tools Corporation
Rockford Process Control, Inc.Rockford Process Control, Inc.Rockford Process Control, Inc.
Roger Shaw & Associates, Inc.Roger Shaw & Associates, Inc.Roger Shaw & Associates, Inc.
Roseburg Forest ProductsRoseburg Forest ProductsRoseburg Forest Products
Rotool ManufacturingRotool Manufacturing
Royal PlywoodRoyal PlywoodRoyal PlywoodRoyal Plywood
Royce//AYR Cutting Tools Inc.Royce//AYR Cutting Tools Inc.
RT Machine Co. Inc.RT Machine Co. Inc.
RUF Briquetting SystemsRUF Briquetting SystemsRUF Briquetting Systems

SA InternationalSA InternationalSA International
Safety Speed Mfg.Safety Speed Mfg.Safety Speed Mfg.
Salice America Inc.Salice America Inc.Salice America Inc.
Salt InternationalSalt InternationalSalt International
Sata Spray EquipmentSata Spray EquipmentSata Spray EquipmentSata Spray EquipmentSata Spray Equipment
Saw Trax Mfg. Co., Inc.Saw Trax Mfg. Co., Inc.Saw Trax Mfg. Co., Inc.Saw Trax Mfg. Co., Inc.Saw Trax Mfg. Co., Inc.Saw Trax Mfg. Co., Inc.
Sawblade.comSawblade.comSawblade.comSawblade.com
SawStopSawStopSawStop
SCAT-Nevada (OSHA)SCAT-Nevada (OSHA)SCAT-Nevada (OSHA)
Schelling AmericaSchelling AmericaSchelling AmericaSchelling AmericaSchelling AmericaSchelling America
Schenk Ltd.Schenk Ltd.Schenk Ltd.Schenk Ltd.
Schmalz Inc.Schmalz Inc.
Schneider ElectricSchneider ElectricSchneider Electric
Scientific Dust CollectorsScientific Dust CollectorsScientific Dust CollectorsScientific Dust Collectors
SCM GroupSCM Group
Senco BrandsSenco Brands
Seradex Inc.Seradex Inc.Seradex Inc.Seradex Inc.
Shandong Kaiyuan Wood Industry Co., Ltd.Shandong Kaiyuan Wood Industry Co., Ltd.Shandong Kaiyuan Wood Industry Co., Ltd.Shandong Kaiyuan Wood Industry Co., Ltd.
Shelter Forest InternationalShelter Forest InternationalShelter Forest InternationalShelter Forest International
Sherwin-WilliamsSherwin-Williams
Shop Gear Inc.Shop Gear Inc.
SIA Abrasives, Inc. USASIA Abrasives, Inc. USA
Sierra Forest ProductsSierra Forest ProductsSierra Forest Products
SierraPine Ltd.SierraPine Ltd.SierraPine Ltd.
Sigma Tool & MachineSigma Tool & MachineSigma Tool & MachineSigma Tool & Machine
SigmaTEK Systems, LLCSigmaTEK Systems, LLCSigmaTEK Systems, LLCSigmaTEK Systems, LLC
Sindmoveis-Sindicato Ind. Mobiliario Bento GonSindmoveis-Sindicato Ind. Mobiliario Bento GonSindmoveis-Sindicato Ind. Mobiliario Bento GonSindmoveis-Sindicato Ind. Mobiliario Bento GonSindmoveis-Sindicato Ind. Mobiliario Bento Gon
Skarpaz Tooling Systems, Inc.Skarpaz Tooling Systems, Inc.Skarpaz Tooling Systems, Inc.Skarpaz Tooling Systems, Inc.Skarpaz Tooling Systems, Inc.Skarpaz Tooling Systems, Inc.
SNX TechnologiesSNX Technologies
Somerset Wood Products, Inc.Somerset Wood Products, Inc.Somerset Wood Products, Inc.
Sonic Aire by IESSonic Aire by IESSonic Aire by IESSonic Aire by IESSonic Aire by IES
Southeast Tool, Inc.Southeast Tool, Inc.Southeast Tool, Inc.Southeast Tool, Inc.Southeast Tool, Inc.
Southworth Products Corp.Southworth Products Corp.Southworth Products Corp.
Sovereign MachineSovereign MachineSovereign Machine
Spectrum AdhesivesSpectrum AdhesivesSpectrum Adhesives
Spring ToolsSpring Tools
Stanza Machinery, Inc.Stanza Machinery, Inc.Stanza Machinery, Inc.
States Industries, LLCStates Industries, LLCStates Industries, LLCStates Industries, LLC
Stiles Machinery Inc.Stiles Machinery Inc.
Striplox (Joinlox PTY LTD)Striplox (Joinlox PTY LTD)Striplox (Joinlox PTY LTD)
Superfici America, Inc.Superfici America, Inc.Superfici America, Inc.
SuperMax ToolsSuperMax Tools
Supply 2 Build.com/ Creative Portal Inc.Supply 2 Build.com/ Creative Portal Inc.Supply 2 Build.com/ Creative Portal Inc.Supply 2 Build.com/ Creative Portal Inc.
Synergy Thermal FoilsSynergy Thermal Foils

Tech Mark, Inc.Tech Mark, Inc.
Tenryu America, Inc.Tenryu America, Inc.Tenryu America, Inc.
TeverpanTeverpan
Thermwood CorporationThermwood CorporationThermwood Corporation
Tigerstop LLCTigerstop LLCTigerstop LLC
Tigerstop LLCTigerstop LLCTigerstop LLC
Tigra USA Inc.Tigra USA Inc.Tigra USA Inc.Tigra USA Inc.
Timber Products CompanyTimber Products CompanyTimber Products CompanyTimber Products Company
Timber Products Manufacturer Assoc.Timber Products Manufacturer Assoc.Timber Products Manufacturer Assoc.
Timesavers, Inc.Timesavers, Inc.
Tokyo Automach Co., Ltd.Tokyo Automach Co., Ltd.
TopSolid- Missler SoftwareTopSolid- Missler SoftwareTopSolid- Missler Software
TradeSoft, Inc.TradeSoft, Inc.TradeSoft, Inc.
TradeWinds Hawaiian WoodsTradeWinds Hawaiian WoodsTradeWinds Hawaiian Woods
Tresco LightingTresco Lighting
Triple Crown ProductsTriple Crown Products
Tritec / GannomatTritec / Gannomat
Twenty 7 Group LLCTwenty 7 Group LLC

U.S. Futaba, Inc.U.S. Futaba, Inc.
Uneeda Enterprizes, Inc.Uneeda Enterprizes, Inc.
Unique Machine & Tool CompanyUnique Machine & Tool Company
United Machine Solutions, Inc.United Machine Solutions, Inc.United Machine Solutions, Inc.
US Concepts Inc.US Concepts Inc.US Concepts Inc.US Concepts Inc.
US Jaclean Inc.US Jaclean Inc.US Jaclean Inc.

Vac-U-ClampVac-U-ClampVac-U-Clamp
Vaculex USAVaculex USAVaculex USA
ValsparValspar
Valuemax Tools Mfg. Co.Valuemax Tools Mfg. Co.
Vecoplan, LLCVecoplan, LLCVecoplan, LLC
Vectric LtdVectric LtdVectric Ltd
Veneer ServicesVeneer Services
Veneer Technologies, Inc.Veneer Technologies, Inc.
Venjakob North AmericaVenjakob North AmericaVenjakob North AmericaVenjakob North America
Vexor Custom Woodworking ToolsVexor Custom Woodworking ToolsVexor Custom Woodworking ToolsVexor Custom Woodworking Tools
Vision Engraving & Routing SystemsVision Engraving & Routing SystemsVision Engraving & Routing Systems
VitamixVitamix
Vitap Costuzioni Meccaniche S.P.A.Vitap Costuzioni Meccaniche S.P.A.Vitap Costuzioni Meccaniche S.P.A.
Vollmer of AmericaVollmer of AmericaVollmer of America
Voorwood/ TurbosandVoorwood/ TurbosandVoorwood/ TurbosandVoorwood/ Turbosand
Vortex Tool Co., Inc.Vortex Tool Co., Inc.
VytekVytekVytek

Wagner MetersWagner MetersWagner Meters
Wall Lenk CorporationWall Lenk CorporationWall Lenk Corporation
WalzCraftWalzCraft
Weibiao Hardware (USA), Co. Ltd.Weibiao Hardware (USA), Co. Ltd.
Weima America Inc.Weima America Inc.
West Fraser Mills LtdWest Fraser Mills Ltd
West Virginia Development OfficeWest Virginia Development OfficeWest Virginia Development OfficeWest Virginia Development Office
West Wood Products, Inc.West Wood Products, Inc.West Wood Products, Inc.
Western Dovetail IncorporatedWestern Dovetail IncorporatedWestern Dovetail Incorporated
Western Pneumatics, Inc.Western Pneumatics, Inc.Western Pneumatics, Inc.
Whiteside Machine CompanyWhiteside Machine CompanyWhiteside Machine Company
Williams & Hussey Machine Co. Inc.Williams & Hussey Machine Co. Inc.Williams & Hussey Machine Co. Inc.
Williams & White Inc.Williams & White Inc.
Wintersteiger, Inc.Wintersteiger, Inc.Wintersteiger, Inc.
Wood Component Manufacturers Association (WCMA)Wood Component Manufacturers Association (WCMA)
Wood Products Manufacturers AssociationWood Products Manufacturers AssociationWood Products Manufacturers Association
Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.
Woodshop NewsWoodshop News
WOODWEB, INC.WOODWEB, INC.WOODWEB, INC.
Woodwork Career Alliance (WCA)Woodwork Career Alliance (WCA)Woodwork Career Alliance (WCA)Woodwork Career Alliance (WCA)
Woodwork InstituteWoodwork Institute
Woodworker West MagazineWoodworker West Magazine
Woodworker’s Supply Inc.Woodworker’s Supply Inc.
Woodworking & Furniture DigestWoodworking & Furniture DigestWoodworking & Furniture Digest
Woodworking Machinery Industry Association (WMIA)Woodworking Machinery Industry Association (WMIA)Woodworking Machinery Industry Association (WMIA)
Woodworking Network, division of Vance PublishingWoodworking Network, division of Vance PublishingWoodworking Network, division of Vance Publishing
Wurth Louis and CompanyWurth Louis and CompanyWurth Louis and Company
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Twenty 7 Group LLCTwenty 7 Group LLC

Interested in exhibiting at AWFS Fair? Contact Amy Bartz at +1 323.315.0302 or amy@awfs.org
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REGISTRATION & HOTEL 
INFORMATION
REGISTER IN ADVANCE AT AWFSFAIR.ORG 
By June 30, 2015 and SAVE 50%! 

By
June 30

EXHIBIT HALL: $25 $50

CWWK® SEMINARS

    • 1½ OR 2 HOUR: $55 $75

    • 3 OR 4 HOUR: $75 $100

*Pricing is per seminar

After
June 30

3 Easy Ways To Register:
ONLINE
Go to awfsfair.org and click on RegistrationGo to awfsfair.org and click on RegistrationGo to awfsfair.org and click on RegistrationGo to awfsfair.org and click on RegistrationGo to awfsfair.org and click on Registration

PHONE
(877) 303-0711 (US & Canada) (877) 303-0711 (US & Canada) (877) 303-0711 (US & Canada) (877) 303-0711 (US & Canada) (877) 303-0711 (US & Canada) (877) 303-0711 (US & Canada) 
or (708) 486-0711 (International)or (708) 486-0711 (International)or (708) 486-0711 (International)or (708) 486-0711 (International)or (708) 486-0711 (International)or (708) 486-0711 (International)or (708) 486-0711 (International)

PRINTABLE FORM
Download a printable registration formDownload a printable registration form
at awfsfair.org in the Registration tab. at awfsfair.org in the Registration tab. at awfsfair.org in the Registration tab. 
Fax your completed form, including credit Fax your completed form, including credit Fax your completed form, including credit Fax your completed form, including credit 
card information, to + 1 (708) 344-4444.card information, to + 1 (708) 344-4444.card information, to + 1 (708) 344-4444.card information, to + 1 (708) 344-4444.

Mail your completed Registration Form Mail your completed Registration Form Mail your completed Registration Form Mail your completed Registration Form 
(photocopy for multiple registrations), (photocopy for multiple registrations), (photocopy for multiple registrations), (photocopy for multiple registrations), (photocopy for multiple registrations), 
with check or credit card information, to:with check or credit card information, to:with check or credit card information, to:

2015 AWFS2015 AWFS2015 AWFS®®FAIR RegistrationFAIR Registration
P.O. Box 6271P.O. Box 6271
Broadview, IL 60155-6271, USABroadview, IL 60155-6271, USABroadview, IL 60155-6271, USA

Book Your Hotel
Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while 
discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, 
rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, 
first-served basis. first-served basis. 

Visit AWFSFAIR.ORG/HOUSING-TRAVEL, call + 1 (866) 889-9647Visit AWFSFAIR.ORG/HOUSING-TRAVEL, call + 1 (866) 889-9647Visit AWFSFAIR.ORG/HOUSING-TRAVEL, call + 1 (866) 889-9647
or email awfsor email awfs@@@onpeak.com to book your hotel today! onpeak.com to book your hotel today! onpeak.com to book your hotel today! 
Book your Hotel Reservations Today! 
Hotel Reservation Deadline is July 7, 2015

Shuttles to/from Official Hotels & VenueShuttles to/from Official Hotels & Venue
Morning and afternoon service gets you to and from most official Morning and afternoon service gets you to and from most official Morning and afternoon service gets you to and from most official 
hotels—FREE of charge. hotels—FREE of charge. hotels—FREE of charge. Please Note:Please Note: Complete list of hotels with & without  Complete list of hotels with & without  Complete list of hotels with & without 
shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.

REGISTRATION HOURS:
Tuesday, July 21: 8am - 6pm  •   Wednesday, July 22, 8am - 4:30pm
Thursday, July 23: 8am- 4:30pm •   Friday, July 24, 8am - 4:30pm
Saturday, July 25: 8am - 2:30pm
NOTE: The conference registration desk will be open 30 minutes prior to the start of all CWWK™ and 
S.M.A.R.T. sessions to accommodate these special registrations.

PAYMENT: All registrations must be submitted with complete payment. Forms received without 
payment or with insufficient payment will not be processed. Check (drawn on a US bank payable to 
“AWFS”) or credit card only. Sorry, no cash or travelers checks. 

CANCELLATION: Cancellation requests must be received in writing by June 30, 2015 to receive a 
50% refund. After this date, no refunds. All refunds will be processed after the event. There will be a 
$5 charge for replacements or substitutions on-site. 

SUBMISSION: Pre-registration closes on June 30, 2015. All badge pick-up and changes must be 
handled on show site. New registrations will continue to be accepted on-line through the duration 
of the show. 
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Book Your HotelBook Your HotelBook Your Hotel
Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while Save money by booking your room at one of the official 2015 hotels while 
discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, discounted rooms are still available! Through the travel experts at onPeak, 
rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, rooms at the group rate are limited and available on a first come, 
first-served basis. first-served basis. 

Visit AWFSFAIR.ORG/HOUSING-TRAVEL, call + 1 (866) 889-9647Visit AWFSFAIR.ORG/HOUSING-TRAVEL, call + 1 (866) 889-9647
or email awfsor email awfsor email awfs
Book your Hotel Reservations Today! Book your Hotel Reservations Today! Book your Hotel Reservations Today! 
Hotel Reservation Deadline is July 7, 2015Hotel Reservation Deadline is July 7, 2015

Shuttles to/from Official Hotels & VenueShuttles to/from Official Hotels & Venue
Morning and afternoon service gets you to and from most official Morning and afternoon service gets you to and from most official 
hotels—FREE of charge. hotels—FREE of charge. hotels—FREE of charge. 
shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.shuttle service can be found when visiting awfsfair.org & clicking on Book Hotel.
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Look Out For the Logo!
Plastics-related exhibitors will be clearly marked with the AWFS Fair 
Plastics Technology & Supplies logo, finding plastics fabrication products 
and suppliers is easier than ever. Visit these Plastic Technology & Supply 
Participants* and see the machinery and tools in action.

Accurate Technology
Amana Tool Corporation
ANEST IWATA USA, Inc
Axiom Industries Inc.
Bainbridge Mfg. Inc.
Biesse America
Black Bros. Co.
C.R. Onsrud, Inc.
CIM-Tech.com, Inc.
Colonial Saw Company, Inc.
Doellken-Woodtape
Finishing Brands
(Binks-DeVilbiss-Ransburg-BGK)

Flamex, Inc.

FRAMA-TECH Inc.
Freud America Inc.
FS Tool Corporation
Gislaved Folie AB
Graco, Inc.
GUHDO USA, Inc.
IMA America Corp.
Laguna Tools Inc.
Leitz Tooling Systems LP
Masterduct, Inc.
Mereen-Johnson LLC
Murphy Company
N.R. Murphy Ltd.
NAP GLADU

Original Saw Company
Putsch & Company, Inc.
Sata Spray Equipment
Schelling America
SCM Group
Sherwin-Williams
Sigma Tool & Machine
Southeast Tool, Inc.
Spectrum Adhesives
Stiles Machinery Inc.
Thermwood Corporation
Venjakob North America
Vortex Tool Co., Inc.

Look Out For the Logo!

AWFS®Fair will be placing a 
special emphasis on plastics 
and plastics fabrication. 
Compare all the latest 
technology and supplies for 
plastics fabrication, with 
cutting, polishing and edge 
finishing machinery in full 
action right on the show floor.

*Participating exhibitors as of March 19, 2015



ASSOCIATION OF WOODWORKING
& FURNISHINGS SUPPLIERS®

2400 E. Katella Ave., Suite 340
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Don’t miss the BIGGEST 
woodworking event of the year! 

REGISTER NOW 
& SAVE 50%!
AWFSFAIR.ORG


